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editor's notes

The contributors to this volume on assessing student progress and
development, among many important points, focus on one overrid-
ing point: Decisions made by and about students should be consid-
ered from a wide variety of perspectives regarding their develop-
ment. Fur example, a proposed college program should he evaluated
in terms of its role in promoting the welfare of different groups of.
students (Shea) and the need for it in the community served by the
college (Matson). The college needs to identify thc criteria by which
the program will be evaluated in promoting student welfare,Includ-
ing the depth and breadth of student learning (Lenning), and the
degree to which it prepares the students for further education
(Lunneborg) or successful employmeni, (Martorana). Then, when
the program has been underway for several years, the success of
graduates of the program as einpfogees (Matson and Martorana) or
students in four-year colleges (Rinehart) needs to be assessed.

Similarly, when students seek counseling, the advice given
9 them will be much better if it sensitively reflects knowledge of their

backgrounds and situations (Shea), the goals they seek in attending
community college, the fit betiveen their goals and the needs of the
community (Matson), and the likelihood that tlyty will succeed in
particular occupations (Martorana) or four-year colleges (Rinehart)

As these examples suggest, assessments of the pro4reck r stu-
dents toward various goals can imp-. ol tivveral
gy,ups. Stu inhAN Own educational and occupational Ca-
teers best with an appreciation of their chances of success in the
pursuit. of one course of action or another. Colleges can best plan
their programs, organize their curricula, attempt to meet the needs
of important groups, and evaluate the success of their efforts when
they have systematic and comprehensive information about the
progress of their students. And the college's constituency can assess
the success of the college in meeting the needs of its students and
the community itself only on the- basis of evidence of needs and of
progress toward their resolution.

The contributors to this volume outline a...variety of ap-
proaches and techniques to assess student progress. Together, they
provide a comPrehensive overview of the kinds of information

kw Directions for Community eplleges, 18. Summer 1977. vii



needed to understand alternatives, plan programs, and evaluate their
consequences. Their suggestions and recommendationg should have
immedine utility for decision makers in community colkges.

Leonard L. Baird
,Issue Editor



carrety of methods for assessing student
achievement is available for college staffs

to Use in ma.king better decisions
in eight 4ifferent types of situations.

4ris,

assessing student progress
in academic.achievement

oscar t. lenning

The function of &caching or instruction has beck especially empha-
sized in community colleges, and the focus of this paper is ,on
assessing the results of instruction on students through evaluation
of their academic progrvcs. Instruction includes more than what
happens in the classroom; it includes all planned program activities
that are intended to contribute to student learning, whether they.

;occur inside or outside of the.classtoom, and whether they occur on
or off the campus. More and more community colleges are using
extensive field work, on-the-job training and other off-campus ex-
periences to supplement and reinforce classroom learning. As a
result, administrators and faculty members face new policy deci-
sions in assessingitudencacademic achievement.

academic achievement in the community college

The term acadei?zic achiewment typically denotes, in the
minds of most academicians, increased student knowledge, udder,
standing, and intellectual, skills (including written and oral coni-
munication skills). Academic achievement in the community college

rat
New Directiatu for Ccervninity Colleges; -1.8. Sut;iliiri 1977.
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cer ainlv includes .d1 these bards of cognitive development, but pro-
ponents of, the "communi-tv colle.:e philosophy'. (Cdcazer, 1968)
would include much more. From their point of view, academic
achievenient includes a variety of different kinds of skills, depend-
ing on the particUlar pp tgram, fnmt flowc-r arranging, plaving
bridge, welding. (1r ICarniiN to relax to highly complex technical
skills in theoretical arts and sciences. The major objective of some
courses is to help students bc receptive to new ideas, clarify their
values, and devap mature attitudes, habits (such as punctuality),
interests, and appreciations, and evidence of -Such.deyelopment can
be onisidcred aeademic achievement. lf, Js Kohlberg (1973) claims:
attitudes and values can he taught in cor..ge courses, such achieve-
nwnt can also he c(Msidered part of student academic achievement
ir these courses. Cross (1975) reports that up to one fourth of the
community colleges she surveyed offer encounter group experiences
to students, all 4 which presumably'aim at affective types of out-
comes. The development of interpersonal sensitivity and compe-
tence can be consiacred academic achievement for those courses in
additior to knowledge about interpersonal relations.

Table 1 shows a ta\onorny of such student characteristics
that potentially can be changed by college instruction hf various
kinds. It is adapted front a "structure °for the outconws of post-
secondary education- developed at the National,Ornter bir Higher

Table 1. A Taxonomy of Student Characteristics that Potentially
Can Be Changed by College Instruction

Aspirat ions
Desires, Aims, and Coals
Dislikes, Likevand Interests
Motivation or Drive Level
Other ASpirational Outcomes

Competencand Skills
Academie,Skills
Citizenship and Famill Membership Skills

" Creativity Skills
Expression and Communication Skills
Intellectual Skills
Interpersonal, Leadership, and Organizational Skills
Occupational Skills
Physical and Motor Skills
Other Skill Outcomes

Morale:, Satisfactiop, and Affective Charat.teristics
Attitudes and Values
Beliefs, Commitments, and Philosophy of Life
Feelings and Emotions
Mores, Customs, and Standards of Conduct
Other Affective Outcomes

10
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Tat* 1 (Continued)

Perceptual Characteristics
Perceptual Awareness and Sensitivity
Perception of Self
Perception cf Others
Perception of Things
Other Perceptual Outcomes AIhysical and Psythological Characteristics
Physical Fitness and Traits
Physiological Health
Othet Physical or Physiological Outcoines

P4sonality Characteristics
Adventurousness and Initiative
Autonomy and independence
Dependability and Responsibility
Dogmatism and Authoritarianism
Flexibility and Adaptability
Habits
Psychological Functioning
Tolerance and Persistence
Other Personality Characteristics

Status, Recognition and Certification
Credit Recognition
Image, Reputation, or Status

Social Roles
Affiliations
Avocational and Social Roles
Career and Vocational Roles
Citizenship Roles
Family Roles
Friendships and Relationships
Other Roles

General Knowledge and Understanding
Knowledge and-Understanding of General Facts arkd Terminology
Knowledge and Understanding of General Processes
Knowledge and Understanding of General Theory

111Other General Knowledge and Understanding
Specialized Knowledge nd Understanding

Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized Facts and Terminoldgy
Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized Proceises
Knowledge and Understanding of Specialized TIleory
Other Specialized Knowledge and Understanding

Source: Lenning and others (1976, pp; 16.-17).

Education Management Systems (tenning, Lee; 'Mick-and §ervice,
1976)..The Center is. com"piling and developing additional measurq
Tor certain categories 'of these educational outcomes andt is evi-
dent) that great diversity "ists in the manner that,4hese.fornis of
develoPment can be assessed. There are common principles that
apply, however, no matter what is'beirig assessed. For example, t1N
term achievement implies change in statt, that is positive in natAre;
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but what may he positive proguess in .ichiocment to one person
min have a negative connotation to others. Thu,i nunther of aca-
demic chievements th.t arc seen .es pt.t.itR.c hy those who espouse
the community college philosophy-such as skills useful on a
nlaV not he viewed as academic .1c iii emcnt to, eervt me, even
th0t1;!..h. IS Ebt'l t (1972). cognirlic kat:ring is t cnoal to .111
of them.

use., of achievement asy, nt by colleges

By assessm9. Wall the mcaSuremunt, analysis. appraHl.
,c14.1 evalotion 01 at Liniment or inCrease ot some desired am1

intended aecompiisHnent for iri,dividuals or groups if students.
Assessment of soulcm progress in academic achievement can 14.
used in a nuinhcr of specific. practical ways by community colleges
and their-students (for examples, see Tylyr. 1969: Miller and Prince,
1976; Payne, 1974; ar.d Merwin and Higgins, 1968). Some of the
eight major uses of tF is informatiun (described in the f( glowing sec-

. tions) are ignored or underemphasized in comMunity colleges (and
perhaps even More in four-year colleges) that lIS'e asstIsment data

o.nly foqlacemenjsand grading.
One: Planning Learning Experien:es. Fur effective planning -

of future leai-iling expefiences, it" is essential to understand the level
of development of groups of students, and of individual stuilents
within the groups that are. 4sideied to he important by institu-
tional personnel and students. (Chickering, 1969, calls these devel-
omnenlal vcctois.) Also important for this purpose is knowledge
bout the development or change that has taken place in those stu-
dents during the learning wsperiences. Such knowledge can assist
institutional and program staff in planning future learning experi-
ences, not only for tll-se ,..rticular students, but also for students
entering the prOgram in .he future. Included in such planning is

consideration of changes in the curriculum and within specific
courses (instructional goals, ceintent, philosophy, and so forth),
learning materials. inst7uctional aids, and instructional metbods.and
techniques. Too often, such assessment has not been considered in

this ;,_ind of planHag.
Assessments of academic achievement of various kinds- are

not the only assessments that are important in planning learning
experiences for students. Equally important are assessments of
learner characteristics .and their interaction with learning (see the

0 discussion by Schalock, 1976), assessments of the learning styles of

12



the student5 and their effects on,learning (see Cross' 119761 chap-
ter on cognilive styles)? and assessments of the impact of the envi-
ronment apd environmental chanv on hle, see
Baird, 1974, 1976a).

Two: Student counseling and
'back to stuclehts about their achiever .i.,,Liors, and
advisors Call help students examine tht Lheir aspirations
or plans, identify areas-oLtheir development that need particular
attention, oficl determine Abe ..need for particular emphases and
courses o f g,ction. Students can also be led to self-understanding by
this feedbacK which in turn leads to a level of self-reliance and self-
direction thAt allows them to consider the next steps in their devel-
opment and to 'plan realistically for the future. As indicated by
Miller and frihce (1976, p. 52), "growing is a cutnulative business.
Knowledge (If an individual's, gioup's, or organization's present
status is a pferequisite to planned change."

Three: ,biagnosing Student Problems. Although achievement
----- tests are ust)Oly not associated in some people's minds with didag-

nosis, diagnostic tests are-in fact an important type ofachievement
test. Diagnu5tic tests are designed to sample specific areas of skill or

5

other criteriA With enough items to allow the report of reliable sub-
scores p-ertaining to Proficiency..in a given area. In many cases, indi
villa' :item Statistics add to the analysis. A diagnosis of learning
difficulties for particular students or the group as a whole can indi-
cate whether corrective or remedial procedUres are necesSary, and
may suigest the rernediation activities that are most appropriate.
Diagnosis arid diagnostic instruments can identify students' strong
and weak areas and Can thereby help students improve in their areas
of weaknes;. ahd build on their areas of strength. SUCh diagnosis is

'especially bahrtant for the success of remedial programs.
Four: Appraising Student Readiness. Most-educators-consider_

student develOPment of all kinds to be cumulative and sequential.
Therefore, ati instructor generally will not want to go tcf a laser step
in the develoPinental process on which he or she is fikusing until 'at
least most persons in the class have mastered the prerequisite step.

l The instructor cannot know whether the students are ready to
. move on until some type of mastery assessment has been con-
ducted. (Note that the concern here is not to rank students accord-
ing to their levels of achievement, a characteristic considered impor- :
tant in the Jesign of most published.test instrumentswhich are, .

norm-referenced instruments.) A less than desirable achievement'77:;.---,
level, from die instructor's point of view, may suggest that review,

13 \
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repetition, or some sort of remediation is necessary. Another poten-
tial implication of assessment aimed at determining readiness per-
tains to curriculum development. For example, assessment of stu-
dents' achievement in a freshman course or program may suxest
that the content be modified to make it appropriate for the fresh-
man year, or the course may be pushed back ,) 1.1tt iii the
curricular sequence.

Five: Studen), Classification and Catcs a1i ttempts
have been made in many community colleges to separate entering
students into those who need general remedial work, those who
should enter the regular sequence of the program, and those who
will be allowed to bypass certain first-level courses in the sequence
if they desire to do so. Academic achievement data are often used
as evidence for making such decisions-for example, high school
grades, successful completion of particular high school courses, and
American. College Testing Program Assessment or CoMparative
Guidance and Placement scores are all academic achievement data
that are used by many community colleges for initial course place-
ment of students.

Six: Grading, Promotion, and Merit Awards. Probably the
most universally acknowledged reason for assessing students' prog-

77Ths 'n academie- achievement is for the urpose of-assigning grades.
Grades have, over the years, been used to determine stu en
cations for graduation with scholastic honors, admission to Phi
Theta Kappa (the two-year college scholastic honorary society), and
admission to a particular four-year college or program after gradud-
tion from the' community college. Yet, the grades obtained by a stu-

..

dent may tell us little or nothing about the kind and amount of
real, underlying academic achievements experienced by.the student,
for a number sof reasons (Lenning, 1974b). Similarly, Hoyt (1965)
reviewed the relevant literature and found little or no relationship
between college grades and postgraduate achievement. Hoyt there-
fore proposed that the grade transcript be replaced by a profile of
accomplis n---.-h----iei't"-iir-felicatorsT-0-thers-hav_e_alsosed moves in
such a direction,* and a similar concept called a narrativetriFtir-Frifir--

*Hunt (1972), for example, proposed that there be two separate_tran-__
scripts. One would be a public transcript that would separately list all required
core courses, major courses, and electives, and then would give the studenes -

overall absolute and relative standing for each of the three types of courses. A
private, confidential transcript listing Cve different "grades" for each course
would also be developed for use by the student, advisors, and teachers: (1)
student's self-rating of progress; (2) instructor's rating of the student's progress;
(3) rank of the student in the class; (4) comparison of the student with achieve-

IA



ha's been used at several dozen colleges across the country, including
at least one community collegethe Community College of Ver-
mont. The grade transcript continues to be well entrenched and
seems destined to remain so, but if competency profiles or demon-
stration portfolios (the standard means of exhibiting level of art
school achie..ement to prospective employers) do become promi-
nent systematic, assessment of 1,.mic achievement will become
even more important.

Seven: Evaluating ffectiveness. As discussed
in an earlier report (Len, 1(1 he increasing calls for post-
secondary education to b for the educational benefits
they provide for students, and We general inability of most college
officials to provide effective documentation in response to these
calls, had resulted during the early 1970s in what seemed to this
writer to be a "benefits crisi3." 1:valuation of the effectiveness of
colleges and their programs, and relating that effectiveness to pro;.
gram costs, is the acknowledged way to gather the evidence being
cffmanded to show that colleges are doing worthwhile jobs. Pa Iola
and Lehmann (1976) have reported on such an effectiveness/costs
system that is operating at Empire State College in New York, a
four-year uhiversity without walls. Overall assessment of the aca-
demic achievements of students as a group is an important part of
any such evaluation. Included should be evaluaiions of the effect of
student academic achievement on: the curriculum; the courses with-
in the currictifum;The mitilialartia methods, Mt. mttes, and mate-
rials being nsed; the organizational arrangements; and so Porth.

Eight: Evaluating Innovations. Most community colleges and
.other postsecogdary institutions periodically try new methods,
techniques, materials, modifications in the environment, or other
changes in attempts to increase student learning. In order to deter-
mine whether the modification is having its desired effect, either of
two procedures are appropriate: (1) information about student
Warning taking place under the new situation must be compared to
the learning that occurred before the change took place, or (2) the
learning of an experimental student group being subjected to the
change must be compared to the learning of an equivalent group of
students-a-mong whom other conditions are similar but for whom
the experimental, change was not made. One reason_so many innova
thte ancLexpgrimental educational programs have failed over the

ment of a normative group; and (6) whether the student withdraws, receives
credit for the course, and so forth.

15.
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years is that a systematic, ongoing evaluation program, including
the assessment of student achievement, was not part .of:.-the pro-
gram. Another reasc,n is that the evaluation used VAS often focused
only on the overall success or failure of the program;(summative
evaluation),.rather than on improvement in the program that might
make it nibre effective as the program proceeded (forniative'evalua-
tion).

Conclusion. Bru,( ()f the importance of these eight uses f

assessmen, ,,,11, crucial that community Lolt s h.(ve a
wdl-di I ffice to which faculty an(' 11 at
all levels I ur hi .j) In planning and devel, Assessment pro-
grams and instruments and in interpreting and applying data. Unless
the purposes for gathering assessment information are,thotoughly
considered i,ihen developing assessment _procedures... and instru-
ments, and unless effective assessment procedures and instruments
are used for these purposes, the assessment may have little impact..
and may be largely a waste of time (see Airasian 'and Madaus,.

useg of achievement information by students

Although counselors and other student personnel people have
traditionally used assessment information to help them better
understand and assist the students with whom they are working;-
over the pist decade there has been a strong move to help students

e-suGh-datiLil ei_i_lselves without the assistance of another person
(the counselor). As indicatecla-arid-P-rinteiirra-book-t-hat --
outlines a theory of student development for use by student person-
nel workers (1976), the goal of assessment for student development
"is to help students understand their current patterns of-behavior,
emphasizing positively the specific skills they have instead of the
ones they lack. From this base, all students can move toward in-
creased self-direction.... Assessment programs must be designed
with students rather than for or about them; therefore, only infor-_
mation that can directly increase students' self-understanding or itri-
prove their self-direction need Fe collected. The primary focus of
many student assu3sment efforts has been to help student affairs
workers better understand their "clients." Although this objective is
desirable, it has tendeafto create volumes of information abouestu-.
dents_that is rarely used directly by them" (pp. 48-49).

Faculty members have also used assessments of student
achievement to promote student understanding and development.

16 ...
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For example, some faculty use such assessm,mt as an incentive for
students to study. Most readers of this article can probably remem-
ber one or more college instructors who periodically gave un-
announced "pop" quizzes in order to encourage students to keep
up on their reading assignments. Similarly, midterm and final exam-
inations have motivated students to review and reinforce prior
learning.

Some faculty also see examinations as a teaching device.
Thus, they go over the exam with the students as soon as possible
after an exam is administered , may also design the content
and format .6-1 their exam iv that allows it to he 11

useful as it, learning device. Fol exalye, when 1 was a secondary
school teacher, many years ago, in every exam I included a section
a,five-part multiple-choice itemsfour Of the five responses were
Correct and the student was to choose the incorrect one. (Similarly,
Vsoinetimes gave short oral quizzes for which there was immediate
feedback to the students.) Matching. exercises .and specifically
worded essay questions that give some examples to start students
thinkink are additional paper-and-pencil approaches that can facili-
tate student learning. Many other types of ,assessment procedures
that are not paper and pencil in nature, described later in this paper,
are especially appropriate for facilitating learning.

methods of assessment or measurement

One cannot have .assessment without measurement of some
kind,',assuming that one agrees with Payne's (1974) list of seven
stages of educational assessment: specifying detailed goals and ob-
jectives, designing the assessment system, selecting, data-gatheriug
methods, collecting relevant data, analyzing and surrana-rizing data,
contrasting data and objectives, .and feeding back results. Meastne-
ment seems to this author to be most crucial for the sucCess,of this
process. Here is where the most serious problems need to be over-.
come. Furthermore, if measurement _is unsuccessful, none of the
later steps in the assessment process even have a chance w work.

When assessment of achievement is mentioned, many people
think only of.paper-and-pencil achievemet.t tests. Such teSts are im-
portant, but they need to be supplerpented by additional measures
of the same achievement variables, as demonstrated by the Empire
State College student assessment system (Palola and Lehmann.,
1976). Community colleges' face some ade.,.ional situations that
make the inclusion of additional measures even more important, as

17
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will be discussed in the final section of this article. Furthermore,
th-ere_are some oittc ri' desired by particular program planners for
which there are rib good -4per-and-pencil measures.

Paper-and-Pencil Tests. Ma'ny excellent books are available on --
measurement theory and test construction, and they have,enough
-different styles, formats, and coverage that the needs of most peo-

I

ple can be met, whether they be completely new to this area and
have no statistics background or whether they be relatively eXperi-
enced. Among them are:

Adkins, D. C. Test Construction. 2nd ed. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill, 1974.
Anastasi, A. Psychological Testing. 3rd ed. New York: Macmillan, 1968.
Cronbach, L. J. Essentials of Psychological Testing. New York: Harper & Row,

1970.
Educational Testing Service. Educational Tests and MeasuAment Kit. Prince=

ton, N.J.: Educatiynal Testing Service, 1973.
Gronlund, N. E. Measurement and Evaluation it. Teaching. 3rd ed. New York:

Macmillan, 1976.
Payne, D. A. The Assessment of Learning: Cognitioe and Affective. Lexington,

Mass:: Heath, 1974.
Thorndike, R. L., and Hagel, E. Measurement and Evaluation in Psychology

and Education. 3id ed. New York: Wiley, 1969.

Either locally developed teSts or published, standardized tests
can he used to assess the particular learning outcOmes of a prograrn
or course. The published tests often have norms that allow,useful
comparisons with the developmentallevel of one's sthdents. Most
tests-h-ave been -developed through extensive and controlled quality
processes and have been thoroughly tested out on7lifFeTelitTyr)es:of----,

students in various inkitutional contexts. If they do not assess the
specific outcomes at which the program or course is aiming, how-
ever, or if their terminology is inappropriate for one's students and
in other ways are inappropriate for one's situation, locally devel-
oped tests tailored to the assessment needs or the specific Program
or cour'se,should be created. Too often, institutional staff are not
sufficiently critkal when considering the use of a particular pub-
lished instrument or of one developed by and being used in another
college. Conversely., too often insufficient time, effort, and pretest-
ing are devofed to the deyelopmeut of locally developed instru-
ments.

In exploring the available published tests and in considering
whethin- or not to use particular published test instruments, the
reviews by testing specialists that are presented in Buros' Seventh
Mental Measurements Yearbook (1972) can be invaluable. A some-
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what outdated, but useful, annotated list of standardized tests ap-
propriate for "junior colleges" was developed by Seibel (1967). A
more recent: sourcebook destribing tests and inventories for use
with college and university students is available from the Council on

Postsecondary Accreditation (1975). To be able to judge the utility
-of_.these_testsLone must go to Buros or some o.ther sciurce of cri-
tiques. Some additional sources of information about paper-and-
pencil instruments, including both published and unpublished ver-
sions, are: on assessment 14 ittitud(-; (Oppenheim, 1966; Shaw and
Wright, 1 l d Sha%,-1, 11)69; Robinson, Rusk, and
Head, 1968), assessment of social functioning (Lake, Miles, and
Earle, 1973), assessment of occupational attitudes and ocsupational
characteristics (Robinson, Athanasiou, and Head, 1969), assessment
of occupation4 education achievement (Boyd and Shimbere,
1971),, assessment of psychologic4 characteristics (Maloney and
Ward, 1976), and assessment of seconcept (Wylie, 1961). Several
cautions are in order for any irtStitutional personnel that might
examine the information in these sources: One should (1) make cer-
tain that the instrument has been validated for practical use on carn-_,
pus, not just for research purposes; (2) ascertain whether the instru-
ment is only for group use or whether it i also valid for assessing
individuals; and (3) before deciding to use a particular instrument,
no matter how positive are the critiques of it, examine a copy of
the instrument itself in relation to one's own needs.

Most of the "measurement and tests"'books in the list pro-
vided earlier include extensive discussions of practical considera-
tions, techniques, and suggestions for developing one's own tests.
There are a numb-Fi- ToTrcornmoffly-used itenr-forrats
usually discussed in depthmultiple choice, essay, checklists;
matching; true-false, short answer, completibn,. and so forth.* As
Rowley (1974) demonstrated for multiple-choice tests, certain
types of students may be favored by certain test formats. It should

-also be remembered that less prominent formats often not discussed,
in such texts (and some of.phem are not so new) may deserve con-
sideration-For example, Anderson (1974) outlines effective proce-

*Tme-false items have come into ill repute in many quarters. The ira-
son, according to Ebel (1970) is not an inadequacy of this type of item, but,
rather inadequate care in develop:ng true-false tests. Furthermore, he presents
data showing that the average person can easily learn to write effective true-

., false items and that true-false tests are preferred for some iypes of purposes
and content. He also outlines easily understood and utilized criteria for writing
and evaluating such tests (1971, 1975).
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dures--based on extensive previous.researchfor devdoping "cloze""--..
measures on tlw local campus. (Cloze measures require the student
to writc in the correct words in blanks in OW senynces in a para-
graph.) It should not be forgotten that tests i,md measurement is not
a static field, that new developments having practical implications
for assessment on campus are taking place every r. In I,,;1

I1C idca ./,' (111tC011 111)i ,11. each N, car, along with measures,
11)( incm may havc potentialfor example, the-construct.1 N1)

of "analytical objectivity" proposed by Kagerer (1974). Therefore,
it. is desirable that one person on each campus be responsible for
keepjng up to date on such developments and share any that have'
potential implications for the caMpusin a brief and understand-
able wayto the entire staff. Such a person could also be available
for consultation with faculty members about devioping assessment
instruments most appropriate for their,programs and classes, about
trying out and evaluating these instruments, about interpreting and
using results from these instruments, and about alternatWes to
paper7andpencil tests. For example, local it sts developed should
also reecive an iteM analysis, using methods that take little of the
faeulty member's time and are relatively effective. Furthermore,
faculty need to be helped to use item analysis to help revise and
improve items, in addition to selecting items. For example, Lange.,
Lehmann, and Mehrcns (1967) found that it toOk about five times
as long to develop a new psychology test item as to revise an old
one, using item analysis, Rnd the revised item wzis more strongly
related to course achievement.

, .lA recent trena n tes,titii.;--i-hat is espdatly important for com-
6

munity colleges is the -development olcriterion-referenced tests.
Unlike norm-referenced tests, which rank studentsfor example,.
"average" perforMance",.or "at the top of her class'*and attempt.to
discriminate among students, criterion-referenced tests relate pei-
formance to absOlute .standards or criteria based on actual task
requk.ements or arbitrarily determined performance levelsfor.
example,, "he has demonstrated the skills to be a dental lab teghni-

or'she Only ansWered 75 percent of the itencs correctly,
while what is needed for.competence mastery is 90 percent." Gron-
lund's. treatise (1973) on developing such tests for classroom use.
shbuld be "must" reading for both faculty members and administra-
törs. Another useful treatment is provided by Popham (1971), and
Knapp (1974) provides useful information about: twenty-one cri-
terion-referenced tests in the collection of the Educational Testing

.Service..
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the studenis knowkdge tuid undci standing 'of the skills and
their application. Denunistration and direct observatiom arc needed
to assess effectively stu h karning outconws as well as other types of
evidence. Furthermore, these other methods can serVe as a valuable
supplement to paper-and-pencil tests even for such 'learning out-
cbmes as kn(mledge, understanding, 'and analytical thinkingfor
example, see Levine and McGuire (1 970).

Knapp and Sharon (1975) provide an overview of a number°
of assessment methods. Hest thoy :discuss two) types of pc)Jormance
tests, work sair-nples and unobtrusiY.c..ineasuR.s. Unohtrusiveyncaseires
can inchide such things as an increase in attendance at"campu414s,

^corresponding to the introduction of a course on appreciation of ibe
arts (for other ideas in this area, see Webb, Campbell, SchWartz, and.
Sechrest 11966]). Observation of simulations is another waV
assess learning, and the authors cover a number of types: leaderless
group discussfions, management games, interview simulations, role
playing, 'stress intei-views, written diagnostic and troubleshooting
ex.ercises, case studies, individual fact finding and decision making,
and in-basket tests. Oral interviews of various types can also be useful;
Knapp and Sharon refer to structured interviews, unstructured inter-
views, panel interviews, oral tests, oral reports on preSentations, and
oral trade tests. Additional types of assessment discussed are writtcn
or oral serf-ratings and reports (self-observation), ratings of judges or
other observers, and product a$sessnienis.

Coincerning sdf-. eport, in the Empire Suite Coll(!gc student -,
assessment program mentioned earlier(Palola and Lehmann; 1976)
all 'instructor assessmentS° are effectively .supplemented f)y student
self-assissments of accomplishment, and c(imMunity:colle.ges.conld :-

easily incorporate sUch supplemeatal data. That students do tenii to
report self-assessments hOnestly has been 'well documented in two
extensive reviews of related studies by the American College Testing
Program (1973, pp. 304-319) and Baird. (1976b). (These documents
also show the importance of as much-as-possible removingNations_
biasesfor qtample, sex and racial/ethnic biasfrom one's assess-.
ment instrum'ents and the application of assessment results.) Two
especially relevant studies (Berdie, 1971; McMorris and Ambrosino,
103) found similar support for the validity of self-report, this time
Ahrough comparison of college students' self-report of knowledge
and understanding.possessed and results of achievement tests.
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Additional potentially useful assessment methQds and varia-
tions can be added to those rfported by Knapp and Sharon. Boyd
and De Vault's review (1966) differentiated several different basic
approaches to the observation and recording of behavior (and some
considerations for each): participant versus nonparticipant, struc-
turcd vers'us nonstructured, and descriptive versuS evaluative. Ed-
ling's (1968) review foimd that various media could be efilloctively
used to "present more complex and lifelike stimuli in test situations
(p. 188)," including: motidn pictures, television, photos, k4eppe,,

'and videotape. Tt-ic computer is another' such media formatither
through direct testing like that thilized in computer-assisted intstruc-
tion. (CAI), where the student is provided immediate feedback con-
cerning the correctness of his or her response, or through computer.
analysis like that discussed by Slotnick (1972) fOr grading essays.
Programmed texts and teaching machines are forms of assessment
analogous to CAI. On-the-job assessment by supervisors in wotik-,
study programs is another means of assessment that should not be'.
overlooked.

problems in assessing academic achievement

Several serious problems havt already been mentioned con-
cerning the assessment of student academic achievement on a cam-
pus. One concerned the fact that peoplc cannot even agree on what
some commonldesired learning .outcome constructs mean, let
alone measurk them. Other desired outcomeS are simply difficult to
measure, especially with a high degree of accuracy:4d third is the
problem of keeping administrators and faculty infOmed about
developments in the field that have potential practical implications
for their programs and courses. Two additional problems are espe-
cially imp4tant at community colleges: the measurement otchange
and the idiverS14-4-students and :programs at community colleges.

Problems in Measuring Change.* Most formal .assessments of
academic achievement taking place at postsecondary institutions,
inducting community colleges, only examine students' levels of
accomplishment at thc cnd of a course or program ("output") with-
out, any regard° for the knowledie or skill possessed by the students

*This discussion is based on an earlier indepth analysis copducted by
the author"Problems in Documenting College Benefits" (unpublished paper,
1973), available from Oscar T. Lenning, Senior Staff Associate, National Cen-
ter for Higher Education Systems, P.O. Drawtr P, Boulder, CO 80302.
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1at the beginni ?; (input ). It is important to consider both. For
example, a stt lent who has pretty much 'mastered the learning
prior to entering a course may earn an Avven though he or she has
increased his or her level little, if at all, during the course. Con-
versely, someone starting at a very low level of learning may experi-.
ence major gains and yet only get a C, even though he or she has

'experienced much more learning than the student getting an A.
Therefore, some people would like to focus on increases in learning
rather than output level .4 learning in their assessment procedures
for individual students. When assessing thp effectiveness of a pro-
gram or the impact of a new innovation, change in learning level
becomes an essential focus, as indicated by Ilartneti (1971, p. 14):
"Almost all propAnts of educational accountability tend to favor
a 'value-added' concept. That.is, institutions should bc judged not
by their outputs alone, but by their outputs relative to their inputs.
The students' final standing.with regard to various characteristics
would not bc as important as their changes (usually gains) dudng
the college years." And, as statcd by Cboley (1974, p. 33), "One of
the best established, yet frequently ign red principles in the assess-
ment of educational effects is that the state of students' abilities
and motives zi: tlicy cntcr an educational 'program it' always the
strongest,predictor of whatihey will achieve in that ogram.,The
mOst obvious way to deA with this problem is to Meas e 'the di-
mensions of individual differences that arc expected to be affected

lay the program being assessed prior to initiation of that pro-.
gram.... To ignore measurement of the initial status of the learner
results in the same kind of ambiguity as ignoring-the measurement
of process or the measurement of outcomes."

One complication is that equal changes on a score scale,-from
pretest to posttest, mean different things because of factors such as
"regression effect," "ceiling effect," and "nod effect." Therefore,
a student at a higher initial level of competence in fhe area of con-
cern at the beginning the course or program may exhibit less
observed change on a posttest thak a student lower in initial status,
and yet have more "real change" or achievement. Various methods

have beers developed for adjusting change scores, but many experts
now agree that the focus should not be on change.scores or average
change across groups. Instead, one should 'equate on initial level and
then compare output levels. In comparing groups concerning the
effects of innovation, one can match the groups on initial status
through selection, select randomly, or use stratified, random selec-
tion. Anolher way is to separate the group or groups into th4e that
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are high, medium, and low on input level, and look at the output of.
ach subgroup separately ,aeross groups.' Furthermore', there are a
ntunher of statistical techniques for equating on initial level., al-
though there 'can be problems, with using these methods if certain
conditions are not met.

Concerning program, evaluation and evaluation of effective-
ness,, several additional problems are often present. Many such
studies in the past have neglected to consider the students who
dropped out Af),Ite course or program before completion. If those
completing a ciattrse 9r program exhibit significant achievement, but
half of the students have dropped out along the way, the overall
ach;everuent level may not be as .good as supposed. Furthermore,
positive achievement may occur during the period, whether these
students -receive the instruction or not, because of facto.rs such as
normal increases in maturity and knowledge with age, experiences
gained outside of the program, or societal treads. Another problem

'with many value-added studies is that 'th.ey only analyze averages.
There may be an indication a overall group achievement for an .

experimental group, aild yet it may be accoUnted for by a minority
of individuals within the group, whereas the achievement may Ilve
been slight for the majority 04. individuals. Similarly, no change niay
actually mean no change, but it may-also-mean that segments of the
group changed in opposite directions, in effect canceling each 'other
out for the group as a whole. It is important to examine patterns of
achievement,within a group in addition to overall averages.

The prOblems outlined can.be overcome by careful planning,
and it is important to ilse multiple measures for the same outcome.
for example, using 'self-report data to supplement the test data.
Similarl;, if "value added" is of concern, it is important that the
tests and test items .one chooses to.use not be so stable in nature
that .they tend to restrict change from pretest to posttest, as do
many standardized, norm-ieferenced tests designed for selection to
a program and for placement purposes. Finally, for those interested
in assessing the achievement impacts of instructional innovations,
fhe following tWo recent-publications may 1k helpful:

U.S. Office of hducation. A Practical Guide to Measuring Project Impact on
Student Achievement. Monographs'on Evaluation in Education Series, No.
1. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975. Price $1.90..

U.S. Office of Education. A Piocedural Guide for Validating Achievement
Gains in Educational Projects. Monographs on Evaluation in Education
Series,. No. 2. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.
Price $2.10.
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I)ecial Problems for ComMunity Colleges. Certain characier-
istics that make community collegeS.different from other types of
institutions also provide them with unique assessment problems*
One c),f those problems relates to the diversity of a typical commu-
114 college's student:: and their needs (for examplc:, see Cross,
1968; Brue, Engen, anfl Maxey, 1971; Gdrbin and Vaughn, 1971;
and Lenning and Hanson, 1977.). Thus, adjusting campus achievv-

ment assessment effOrts to "the individual character of students'! is
an especially difficult and complex.probleM for community col-
leges. Furthermore, the Commission on Non-Traditi:mal Study
(1973) reported that millions of adults would like to participate in

th.postSeeondary education but have been hesitant about approaching
such institutions, and,- based on Cros-s' data (1971), we might ex-
pect that these are largely different typetcof adults than those now
*tending. 0

Not only are the students especially diverse at most commu-
nity colleges, but so are the 'progra1ns and courses, and the learning
experiences therein. Community colleges not only have diverse arts
and sciences ceurses, but also-occupational courses-of all types and
levels. Furthermore, community colleiges have traditionally empha-

"sized continuing education opportunities for the community,and
generally offer a bewildering array of programs and courses in this
area, each having its unique achievement assessment considerationi.
Even students in a flower-arrangins course want some idea of.their
achievement and the areas in which they, need special help.

Comniunity colleges do have special assessment problems in
addition to those faced by other institutions. This author is oni

.
-

, vi_nced Chat these problems can largely be overcome, how.ver, if-
{everyone On campus: (1) becomes more knowledgable about effec-

. tive assessment and 'applies- this knowledgeto their specific areas.of
responsibility; (2) becomes aware of the various pitfalls_ in assess-
ment and ways of avoidirig them; and (3).crevelops a common.com-
mi/ment to improve assessment of various kinds on campus: Every-
one should also keep in mind that different philosophies.of student
development lean to different emphases and techniques in assess-.
meRt (Cross, 1975), and that assessment (and its problems) also
varies with th,c particular learning outcome that one wishes to assess
(for example, see Ttyk [19681). .
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A model of student learning consisting of five
important elements can be applied to decisions

in admissions, selection, placement, further
education, and changes in programs.

evaluating student
readiness for

further education
clifford e. lunneborg

The usual image conjured up by the phrase "readiness for further
education" is a stark one, rooted ih such assessment traditions as
determining the reading readiness of a first-grade pupil, deciding to
hold a student back in the fourth grade, and judging that a given
applicant is not "ready" to enter the hallowed precincts ofa select
college. In each instance, the decision was a go/no-go one, fttrther
education versus no further education, and it wag made fojthe stu-
dent by the institution.

Such practices seem badly aligned with the oper4ng philos-
ophy of the public, open-door community college, wher the phrase
"we take students as they come" is usually interpreted mean that
all applicants should not only be adTitted but encouraged to realize
their fclocationat aspiration.s. In sh4t, tile community college phil-
osophy is that everyone is ready for .soine kind of further educa-40
tion. How can there be a role, then, fOr assessing student readiness?
Paradoxically, such assessments have an even more important role
to play in the community college than elsewhere in education, pre-
cisely because the college cannot get away with the siniple, uni-
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_student to learn the task is spent in learning. The power of this coris
ceptualization is that it compels us to attend closely to three as-
pects of learning: (1) What is the task to be learned? (2) 1That deter-
mines the amount of time needed by the student to learn the task?
(3) What determines the amount of time the student is willing to
spend?

First, what is the task to be learned? The task to be learned
may be relatively narrow, such as learning the symbol for a diode in
electrical diagrams, or broad, such as meeting general education
requirements, but it must be described precisely enough that
teacher and learner are not onl* in agreement as to what is to be
learned btit as to the means by which teacher and/ot learner can
judge that the task has been mastered. Without that degree of speci-
fication, neither student, teacher, nor administrator can determine
whether learnitrg (instruction) is effective.

Second, what determines the amount of time needed by the
student to learn the task? Carroll Sees the second aspect, the time
needed -by the stucknt to master the learning task, as determined by
three factors, renamed in some instances by the present author. .

Optimal time. What is the shortest amount of time the stu-
dent could actively devote to mastering the task? Originally termed
aptitude, this is the time required for the student to master the
task, assuming that ample time is available (Opportunity), that the
student is willing to spend the time (perseverance), and that.the stu-
dent is provided with instruction that is best (optimal) for that
student. This optimal time varies from student to student for the
same task, reflecting differences in students' experiences, including
differences in the part:cular knowledge they may have. For exam-
ple, the nontypist will require more time to learn keypunching than
will the typist. There is an optimal time for all students for each
task. Note, however, that the time may be spent in very different
activities; one student may spend it in reading and another may
spend it with a tutor.

Instructional handicap. It may take more of a student's time
than.,this optimal amount if the instruction provided is not optimal
for that individual. Nonoptimal iritruction handicaps the student by
requiring the student to spend more time to learn the task. Some
students will be handicapped very little, learning with about the same
effort (time spent), regardless of instruction. Other Students will be
affected drapically. The undeveloped reader, for example, will have
to spend far more time in a reading7oriented course than in a course in
which information is conveyed by teacher-soldent dialog.
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Quality of instruction. Quality of instruction involves differ-
ences in instructional appi-9aches to mastering a certain task, rather
than the differences in required learning time that may be induced
in some or all students.

- The time a student needs to'spend learning a task, then, is the
som of that student's optimal time and the instructional handicap,
if any, associated with the particular instruction selected by the stu-
den. Learning will be incomplete, piccording to Carroll; if the
student actually spends less than this necessary amount of time.

Third, what determines the amount of timc the student is
willing to spend? The amount of time devoted to learning is seen as
potentially limited by two additional factors.

Opportunity. The time allowed for learning may be con-
sitrained by such things as the college calendar, a teacher's work-
load, and a'..ailability of reaming materials. Institutional organiza-
tion and operation may influence the amount of time the student
can spend learning.

Perseverance. The student, finally, is willing to spend only a.
certain amount of time mastering the learning task. How irhportant
to the student is this learning relative to what may be achieved by
devoting time to other activities? Perseverance, clearly, may be in-
flUenced by the quality of instruction as well as by ete choice of
learning -task. Boredom, frustration, and loss of confidence occa-
sioned by time spent learning may, in turn, reduce the amount Of
time the student is willing to spend learning.

The student will stop attempting to master the learning task,
depending on Which of the following occurs first: The task is mas-
tered, the institution allows the student no further time, or the stu-

, uent decides not to persevere. That is, the amount of time actually
spent will be the minimum of (1) the time needed to master the
task (optimal time plus the handicap), (2) opportunity, and-(S)
verseverance. If the amount of time spent in learning is less than
that required for maitery, learning is not complete. How could-the
learning (instructional) situation be altered to make learningrnpre
complete? Clearly, this should involve decreasing the time needed
and/or increasing the time spent. Decreasing the time needed can
take o9e of two forms: &creasing the optimal time to mastery (as
by prtitraining or remediation) or decreasing the handicap (as by
selecting more optimal instniction). Increasing thetime spent can
be .accomplished by increasing opportunity (adjusting instruction so
the student can spend more time learning), or by increasing per-
severance (intervention designed ,so the- student will spend. more
-time learning).
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We will use this framework for evaluating student readiness
for 'further ,education, that is, for assessing thc student's optimal
time and perseverance !-or a certairi learning task relative to the
oppoetunity the student has to master that task and the handicap
that might bc associated with alternative approaches to teaching-
that task. NA important goal of assessment, then, is.to identify,lim-
iting factors and to advise the student on selecting leaiating
'programs of instniccion so as to make attainment of the selected--
task more likely.

Two: Decision Making. Deekiod making was the second de-
ment we wanted to include in.our framt-work. Student assessments-
are frequently employed on liehalf of -sTUdents to make decisions
between alternative courses of educational rtetion. Here the formal
procedures of utility or decision theory can be used to ithprove the
use of assessments, as suggested by Cronbach and Gleser (1957).
Basically, thcir approach directs us, to fully assess the costs and
benefits of alternative decisions,:selecting the one
to have the greatest-igiii-t-y-tcr-thrzlecision maker. Because of -the
potential technical complexities hi fully implementing this insight,
it has not received the practical attention it'deserves. The approach
has also mej -resistance for requiring tint we place on a single Scale
of utility our valuation of diverse educatio.nal outcomes: What is the
value of eight students completing Adult Basic Edtiration, for
example, as against two certified cosmetologists-or four able-bodied
seamen? Difficult as the task is, dt -ision theory teaches us that thc
alternatiye to making values explicit is the acceptance of implicit,
perhaps unintended, values..

The technical details of Cronbach's decision-theoretic analy-
Sis of personnel testing arc well .developed by Cronhach and Glescr
(1957) and the implications for certain kinds of educational deci-
sions-selection, placement, assignment-have been discusscd by
Hills (1971) and Willingham (1974). Here we shall only pay atten-
tion to Cronbach's idea that the utility of an educational decision,
such as whether Student A should go into Training Sequence X
rathcr than V. Z, or W, may be considered both from the point of-
view of the individual and of the institution. For what decisions are
institutional utilities paramount? When is the student totally re-
sponsible for.the decision 'and its consequences? We shall also try to
simplify the development of "utilities" by focusing on the value of .
mastering learning tasks to' the indiVidual student and to the institti-
don. The prime function of colleges, after all, is to teach, and of
students, to learn. It is within this teaching/learning arena that we
want, to understand how assessment can be uscd to advantage in
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decision making. By focusing on this common goal, decisions that
will result in the optimal institutional and individual outcomes may
be made to coincide. The college maximizes its productivity by

; maximizing the educational benefits accruing to its students.

some educational decisions

What are the educational decisions that should be affected by
the assessment of student characteristics? All, of course, but let us
take them up in a traditional, if not logical, order.

Admissions. Regardless of how open an institution is, admis-
sions decisions arc made. Perhaps different terms should be used.
The college makes recruitment decisions ("Whom do we want to
attractn, while the student makes college-going decisions. "Shall I
enroll in a college? Shall I attend your college?" The Commission
on Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB), in
formulating recommendations on the future of testing in higher
education (CEEB, 1970), emphasized the desirability of a sym-
metry of information in admissions decision making. That is, poten-
tial students need to. have as much information about colleges as
colleges have *about. them. This is even more true of the community
college applicant, who is the decision maker, than of the student
who is attempting entry to a selective college and, hence, who is
awaiting an institutional decision. A student's decisions ought to
include some appreciation of "%That are the prospects for a student
like me?" systematic collection of such data, outlined as follows,
would help the student select a college and the college direct its
recruitment e f for ts.

Selection of Study Program. Admission to the institution
orten does not ensure admission to a particular program. Even
where quotas or prerequisites do not restric choice, the student's
likelihood of satisfactorily completing the program is likely to vary
from program to program. The college owes it to students and the
community (1) to identify those student and program character-
istics associated with differential success; (2) to counsel students on
the importance of these differences to educational decision making;

.and (3) to implement changes in curriculum that will decrease the
instructional handicap under which identifiable classes of students
operate.

Placement. Testing acquired skills or knowledge may be used
to assign students to or exempt studentS from certain elements in a
curriculum. The community colleges, of course, are confronted
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with an extremely wide variety .of edicitiuna1backgrouids. It has
been reporteO, for example, that within a typical college's transfer
program, enrollment reading levd may range from Grade Four to
Grade Fovrteen. The diagnosis_of important gaps and strengths in
educational background, coupled with the provision of training to
compenSate for and take advantage of that baekground, may be the
most exciting challenge in educational assessment. Central to work
in this area is the notion that the same learning task may best be
mastered by different students in difkrk nt w4ys. The reader could
profit by examining the model of interaction between student and
instructional characteristics developed by Salomon (1972),- the re-
view work,of Hills (1971), and Willingham's (1974) discussion of
techniques.

Continuing Education. As Kintzer (1973) and others have
-pointed out, the community collegeis in a unique Middle position
in education. Thosc exiting from the college are not presumed to be
finished with higher education. This is obvious, of course, in the
case of the transfer student whose purpose at the community col-
rege is to prepare for entry into a four-year school. For the associate
of applied arts as well, further education, albeit delayed, should be
anticipated. There is growing interest in "reverse pyramid" cur-
riculawhich permit students_ to complete the liberal arts or general
educOion parts of the B.A. program after they have completed the
moreispecialized technical or professional training requirements.
There are also now "upper-division" colleges, catering to the two-
year college graduate, where the vocational-technical graduate may
pursue additional formal learning in ever greater numbers. Similarly,
one of the benefits accruing to the successful candidate for high
school credit through the General Educational Development Test is
entry to further educational programs. Finally, all who stop short
of attainment of-a traditional community college credential do so
with some degree of preparedness for educational reentry.

A well-established goal of education at all levels is to increase
the value:students place on their own further learning. As this is
true, it is as greai a service to exiting...as to entering students.to
assess readiness for further education and offer counsding basedon
that assessment. Both the assessment and the associated counseling
'am likely to vary as a function of the community college program
completed or attempted.

Program Modification.. Although the prime emphasis in the
development and use of assessments of student educational readi-
ness is on iMproving the quality ofindiyidual educational decisions,
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such assessments play a cOmplenwntary role in institutional deci-
sion makins.z. We have already alluded to college recruitment deci-
sions. Studies of student characteristics and theirrelation to attain-
ment of educational goals might to play as large a role in
differential recruitment as they play in counseling students before
and after they enroll. .

Similarly, placement studies are undertaken not only to pro-
vide better instrUction for individyal students but also to provide
the institution with the information necessary to decide between
alternative modes of instruction or to decide to emphasize or de-
emphasize various aspects of courses. A step beyond this are studies
of the relation of the characteristics of exiting students (data in-
cluding their community college exper?ences) to subsequent educa-
tional/vocational performance, studies that provide colleges with
vital signs for revamping and restructuring their programs.

assessments to be made

For present purposes, it seems inappropriate to describe spe-
cific assess nt instruments. Rather, we shall discuss types of infor--
mation useful to collect. This preference for generality is based on
two reservations. First, specif ic tests 'nay be related to specific out-
comes, specific learning tasks. The interested reader can search, for
example, the Journal of Educational Psycholop, Educational and
Psychological Measurement, Measurement arid Evaluation in Guid-
ance, or the Journal of Educational Measurement, for studies of
applications. Tests in Print 'and Mental Measurements Yearbook
(Buros, 1972, 1974) are traditional sources of information on stan-
dardized educational tests. The second reservation is an even more
important one. Local characteristics shafld have a major influence
on the deyetopment of any student aSsessnwnt system. The descrip-
tion of learning goals, instructional resources, and student clientele,
unique in some detail to the institution, will all interact to shape a
testing program as it m4tures.

Student Characteristics at Entrance. It is convenient to divide
student assessments into those which describe students when they
enter and thOse which reflect what happens to students after entry.
The latter are important nt--)t only as criteriahas learning been mas-
tered?but as measures of readiness for yet further education. What
should we,learn about students at. entry?

1. PnOr Educational Record. An obvious start to answering
the student's question, "What learning tasks Should I attempt?" is
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the counterquestion, "What have you already learned?" Course-
work already completed will give us a clue. Haying' had no mathe-
matics beyond the ninth grade, for example, limits the learning
tasks thlit can be undertaken immediately. Despite rhetoric about
beginning communit.y college with a clean slate, ignoring the earlier
record does the student a disservice. Not only coursework taken,
but also grades .earned, have implications: When consistent with
aptitude/achievement test performance, low or high grades suggest
that optimal time to master a learning task may be longer or shorter
and, when inconsistent with test performance, should encourage us
to explore with students factors affecting their perseverance in
learning.

2. Educational Proficiencies. The transcript of earlier course-
work may be too rough, out-of-date, or otherwise uncommunicative
to give..a reasonable picture ol the student's educational background
on which to base decision making in the college. Testing for specific
edUcatima-proficiencies and academic skills will usually be neces,
sary. According to Monroe (1972), at least 75 percent of commu-
nity colleges do some diagnostic testing of skills in communication
and computation. A number of standardized .testing programs are
available -(for example, the Comparative Guidance and Placement
Program of the College Entrance Examination Board [CEEB], .the
American College Testing [ACT] Assessment, and the Sequential
Tests of Educational Progress and Co 'operative Achievement Tests
developed by the Educational Testing Sel-vice). Whatever tests are
chosen, Chlleges are obligated to ensure that tests are selected and
used consiStent with the goals of the training alternatives available
in their institutions. An instructional emphasis on the improverrrmt
of Oral communications skills may not be well served by diagnostic
testing oriented toward reading and writing. Although publishers
will typically assist institutions in the conduct of studies designed
to facilitate the introduction of their diagnostic instruitents, it is
not uncommon for faculties to protest that the match bexween fhe
content of standard placement tests and their courses is not good
enough. Where such protests are substantiated by clear course ob-
jectives, it should be possible to construct from those objectives a
local instrument of greater usefulness. (See, for example;Chapter
Five of Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus [19711, for a prescription for
converting course objectives into placement testing assess'ments.)

.3. Achievements. Placement .testing of a nonremedial nature
is also frequent in such areas as mathematics, foreign language, art,
music, and technical drawing. The comments just made with respect.
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tc the need to tailor assessments to programs of study apply equally
well here.

Assessment of student achievement is also needed where the
goal is not to place the student in one of a set of alternative courses,
but to award thestudent credit for his (Sher achievements. The
implications _for further education are not as direct, although such
credit may be interpreted subsequently as evidence of indeased pre-
paredness for further training. Where this interpretation is intended,
ccilleges will want to ensure that the mechanism for awardingit sup-
ports That interpretation. For example, validation of such credit
through performance on standardized college-levef achievement
tests such as those included in the College-Level Examinations Pro-
gram (CLEP), the Undergraduate Program (UP) of the CEEB, or
ACT's Proficiency Examination Program (PEP) supports students'
claims that they are prepared for further education.

4. Aptitudes. Although the old distinction between aptitude
and achievement assessments as tapping unlearned versus learned
capacities is not supportable, a workable distinctiou can be made.
Achievement testing can be largely focused on specific elements of
the curriculum have students rnlered that which' will permit
them to succeed in English 102 or Math 105? Aptitude assessment, e

in contrast, will refer to cognitive capacities, habits, and, styles not
intentionally taught in the curriculum, but that may partly deter-
mine the student's optimal time or instructional handicap in r-
ing learning tasks.

Following Salomon's (1972) lead, .for the purpose of making
educational decisions, aptitudes may be subdivided into general and
specific aptitudes. General aptitudes, such as verbal and quantitative
ability, tend to have implications for the optimal time students ,

need to mastcr learning goals. In some cases, students may be re-
quired to .complete remedi9.1 material before entering the normal
instructional sequence; in other cases, students may be asked to
complete more exercises to bring them to the same learning mastery
as other students. The assessment of more spe,cific aptitudes may
identify specific instructional handicaps. For example, students
with high inductive or high deductive reasoning abilities, respec-
tively. Nave been found to learn more under a 'teaching method
focusing on the use of one rather than the other ability.

5. Personal Characteristics. There are other personal charac-
teristics, often styled nonintellective or noncognitive, that affect
readiness for learning, largely by influencing the student's persever-
ance. As the amount of time the student is willing to spend in Ole
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learning enterprise will frequently control yhethcr learning tasks
are mastered, it is as important to undertake assessment in this area
as to assess aptitudes or achievements. Indeed, with only about one
third of the very high community college student attrition explain-
able on "intellective" grounds (Monroe, 1972), per, 'yetance would
seem to need far greater attention from researchers and counselors.

What affects perseverance? Clearly, we do not hay(' anything
.approaching a full answer yet, but the following is a sampling T.

measurable differences between students-That affect peNeverance:
student activities (how students actually allot their time), students'
perception of learning demands (what degree of commit lent ,s per-
ceived as necessary to achieve learning), the importa'het. students
place on learning (how important is learning to the stluicnt relative
to other activities), students' learning values (what indi:idual values
are to be met, through karning), students' aca(*nziclvocaiional
interests- (how focused are interests and how instrumental in deci-
sion making), students' educationallvocational information (how
broad is the student's knowledge of options and implications), stu-
dents' self-confidence (as reported by Cross in 1972, fewer than one
third of community college ;"tudents are confident of ability to han-
dle coursework), and students' awareness of their learning capabili-

4qties and weaknesses.
A variety of instruments are available and the interested

reader is again directed to Buros (1972, 1974) and to the educt,-
..fional counseling literature for specifics. We will discuss in the fol-
lowing section how assessment dataef kinds just described can be
used to facilitate improved decision making.

Assessing Educational Benefits. The workhorse tcam of indi-
cators for the impact.of educational programs on students are learn-
if*, persistence, and satisfaction. Although all three ate obtiolOy
important, we,shall concentrate on asse,rtglearning. This is done
for two reasons: (1) objective learniq in the community eollege
provides the clearest evidence of readinss for further education on
the part of those exiting from college, and (2) achievement data,
information al;out what has been learned, provides an institution

\With the most valuable signals about how programs of study need to
be adjusted. Information 5it student satisfaction/dissatisfaction
may help somewhat in this regard, but attrition rates provide us no
diagnostic feedback: They alert us only to the prospect Chat "Slime-
thing" may bt wrong.

. ' Unfortunately, the student performance criteria most fre-
quently used, a cOurse grade, or worse, grades averaged over several
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courses, po,vide little of diagmistic value for this second purpose,
and they arc surprisingly uninformative, particularly to those out-
side the college, when used for the first purpose. In both in-tances,
achievement tt;st pert,,rmance is much to be preferred. or course-
development and improvement, for evaluating p acement and
assignment policies, and for guiding student pro ess through a
course of study, achievement tests. frequently locally constructed
bu± well aligned with course objectives, are hreplaceable. For our
primary functiim here, that of evaluating readiness for continuing
learning, performance on standardized, widely used achievement
tests, such as those in the CLEF or the CEEB UnderFraduate Pro-
grani. provides the best avail.tble assessment procedure. Wide uslige
of these tests permits both the receiving colleg, to make sensible
evaluations of the pattern of the student's preplraiion and the send-
ing college 'to c!)unsel potential transfers about their prospects.
Although this remark is oriented to the guidance', not the admis...
sions, use of such zf.ssessments, the author recognizes that testing at
time of transfer is not popular. Menacker (1975), for example, does

, not give much attention to the role such assessments might play in
improving articulation, and Rinehart \et iting in this volume does
not !Oh:. c they should be required by four-var colleges without
solid evid,nce for their necessity.

using ind luating assessments

"trI; w is the in formatiori gained from student assessments' to
be used .ind bow do we know 'if that use is effective? One point,
above,all. needs to be emphasized. One cannot simply buy a testing
program .md expect to have it operating effectively one, two, or
thaw -ears later. Reading the applied testing literature and talking .
with colleagues.at other institutions will certainly help one to cre-
cide what instruments or procedures are worth trying out. But.,
experieni-e elsewhere, no mat ter how extensive, can never substitute
for local experience, carefully evaluated, in determining whether
that program rght to be adopted. A condlary to this rule is that .a
colkge must be prepared to make a commitment of resources over a
number of years if effective assessment is to be realized.

Assessmtnt programs need to be evaluated by their efficiency
in .predicting students' later performance. 'Usually,. students are,
tested and then their scores On the tests are compared edith their,
subsequent learning performance. Hills (-1 971) and Willingham
(1974) provide- excellent descriptions of ways to design studies to

",
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establish and modify placement testing programs where the assess-
ment of prior learning is important. G!aser and Nitko (1971) and
Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971) are valuable sources on the
development of learning measures and of their use to develop and
evaluate courses. Salomon (1972) outlines the use of specific apti-
tudes or other characteristics in designing alternative modes of in-
struction for the purpose of reducing the instructional handicap.
The accelerated search for aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI) in
educationselecting instructional techniques that are optimal for
students possessing certain characteristicswill be facilitated by
Salomon's delineation of three models: remedial, compensatory,
and preferential. As these terms connote, alternative instruction
may be devised to fill in (remedial) or bypass (compensatory) stu-
dent characteristics or to differentially take advantage of them
(preferential). Off to an.unrewarding start, ATI studies can be ex-
pected to become 111Q7s,piOdliethre-arld,collcses shouldpepare for
instruction to become eV-er more individualized: -Ftwreche (1973)
has explored, sympathetically, the implications of this prospect for
community colleges.

The educational decisions direaly affected by the procedures
and supporting studies just discussed are all of an institutional
nature. At the beginning of this chapter, however, we emphasized ,
that it was the nature of the public community college to put a
maximum amount of decision-making responsibility in the hands of
the student. Hoyt; can assessments aid the student? In much the
same way, they aid the institution. There is, however, one impor-
tant addition. Institutions have appreciable resources to bring to
bear on the interpretation of student readiness assessments. In par-
ticular,' they -can turn to the records of prior Eenerations of students
to make predictions about the prospects of the new student. Stu-
dents, by contrast, confront what are seemingly unique, if not once-
in-a-lifetime, choices. How can they effectively utilize thcir experi-

,ences when making these decisions? If students are to make good
use of assessments of educational readiness, they will need the
assistance of the institution.

The author was shocked at first by the finding of Gillo, Lan-
derholm, and Goldsmith (1974) that community college faculty,
administration, and trustees were all in agreement that colleges
placed too great an emphasis on education and too little emphasis
on the counseling of students. The shock was based on the author's
concern that community colleges, which were chartered as teaching
institutions, might become, to education's loss, diffuse social service

0
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agencies. On further reflection, it seemed likely that these educators
were concerned that the training mission of colleges will be frus,
trated unless improved counseling can increase student perseverance
and decrease student instructional.handiCap.

How is Counseling to be improved? We would answer that.
one way to improve it is to proVide the counselor with better data.
The more complete and accurate the information available to them,
the better should be the decisions students are able to make. Thee
counselor must have the information to be able to answer the ques-

. tion: What do this student's characteristics suggest will happen to
her or him in the community cnllege and beyond? The same kinds
of. Pedictor-eriterion studies necessary to buttress institutional
decision making are needed to provide the counselor with the hard,
empirical information noW in scant .supply. We suggest that better
"local" predictive studies will be more valuable than belter-trained
or evenspore counselors4

in closing, we should note :that .the challenge to improve the
effectiveness of community college education through better assess-
ment of student characicristics extends beyond the colleges them-

. selves. The community colleges are teaching institutions, and few
have all of the resourtes needed to mount fully articulated assess-
ment development programs. It would be unnecessarily redundant
for the situation to be otherwise. A share of the responsibility for
assessment development must be picked up by state codrdinating
gronps, by testing agencies, and by university departments of higher
education. This can: be done without compromising the college's
educational' autonomy. The college need not be told what to teach,
or to whom: What is needed- is technical assistance in developing-
assessments keyed to the college's own teaching and leirning goals.
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Afferent types of transfer students
require different assessment measures

for admitting and advising them.

assessing skcessful
articulation of

transfer students

richard rinehart

For many reasons, approximately 1,000,000 students are transfer-
ring from one institution of higher education to another this year.

*- While the total activity involves significant numbers of students
who transfer to a college at the sz.ile level, and students who move
from a fotir-year to a two7year college, this study concentrates on
those who transfer from a two-year college to a baccalaureate pro-
gam.. This is not a minor group. The National Center for Education
Statistics (1976, P. 77), reporting on high school seniors plans,
showed that more of them (30 percent) plan to attend a two-year
college and .then transfer to a four-year college than any other plan;
including attending a four-year college (22 percent), and no college
at all (24 percent).

The differnt reasons for transfer involve much more than
the traditional intention of entering a transfer program With the
express goal of moving on to a four-year college after two years of
foundation studies. Other reasons includeouch things as changes of
educational goals, and subsequent awaren4s of educational options
and specialization opportunities, and fat* relocation, in our
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mobile society. These purposes become important, because they
ketn to have a bearing on the student's probable success. Therefore,
after briefly reviewing studies of articulation between community
colleges and four-year colleges, this article will describe some of the
assessment measures and criteria that relate to transfer per-
formance.

Interwoven into the analysis are several important, issues, con-
cerns, and questions. It is apparent that there are contradictions
between people's philosophical positions, organizational assump-
tions, and operating practices or policies. Some of these are:

1. Should there be opcn access for transfer students within a
system of higher education? Shoufd the system make commitments
to students for educat;on beyond the associate degree?

2. Should the "transfer shock" phenomenon be considered in
admission and retention policies? .

3. Several sets of recommended policies have been adopted
and approved, by groups concerned with transfer students, yet they
are more often ignored than followed. Is it possible to determine
when these noncompliances are based on conclusive studies made
by individual institutions, and when they are more a matter of tra-
dition in the abe-mce of any valid information?

4. If (as in a typical situation), grade-point averages from
community college courses are only reasonable predictors of success
in four-year colleges, and test scores 'or demographic data do not
add significantly to the overall validity, what other facts or mea-
sures can and should be used in advising and/or admission deci-^
sions?

trends, classifications, and basic facts

There have been many statewide studies and dissertations on
individual or regional transfer char4cteristics, and data have been
collected for large systems such as the full set of public institutions
in the State Univeisity of New York.

Extrapolating the conclusions and data of many studies leads
to the estimate that there are about 1,000,000 individuals who
transferred from one college to another in 1976. This number may
be significant in that it represents a trend that is creating pressures
for effective and appropriate assessment measures and policies. It is,
however, extremely important that these assessment criteria and
policies be based on a complete understanaing of the different
types of transfer.
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Classification of Transfers. The following classification is. pro-
posed for clarity. The headings are basically those identified by
Willingham (1974), with some additions and modifications.

1. Articulated Vertical Transfer. Students moving directly
from 'parallel, articulated programs in a two-year college into the
upper division of the program in a four-year.eollege.

la. Articulated Vertical Transfer in Specialized Career
This is a specialized.case of Item 1, applying to students whose asso-
date degrees, by plan, are both entries to technical- employment
and specialized degrees required for entry to an upper-division pro-
gram.

2. Traditional Horizontal Transfer. Students moving from .

one four-year college to another because of family migration,
..-changes in educational plans, dissatisfactions, and/or financial con-
straints.

3. Nontraditional Transfer. Two- and four-year college trans-.

fers who do not follow the usual petterns, including adults who
have been out of college for some years and those involving external
or experiential studies and other situations in which the prior
studies may not be valid for assessment-purposes.

4. Reverse Transfer. Students transferring from a four-year to
a two-year college.

5. Open Door Transfer. Transfers from one two-year college
to another for a variety of reasons.

6. Double Reverse Transfer. Those rCverse transfers who re-.

turn to a .four-year college. These individuals may be in normal
transfer or in occupational programs at the two-year college, and
may change.their fielitin the process.

7. Vocational to Changed Major Transfer. These are individ-
uals transferring, from a career program in a two-year college to re-
lated but different baccalaureate prngrams in a. four-year college.
Willingham designates a "Vocational Transfer" classification, but
this definition is modified in order to distinguish between those
who go into a program that is designed for articulation with similar
programs in four-year colleges (la), and those who go into a pro-
gram that normally involves a different articulation path. For exam-
ple, a civil engineering.technology.graduate that enters a BET pro7-
gram in Civil Technology would be in the' la group, whereas one
'that transfers, into civil engineering, urban planning, landscape archi-
tecture,.or vocational education would be in this group.

8. Upside-Down Curriculum Transfer. This, classification in-
cludes individuals that transfer into "upside-down" degree programs
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thal exist in some four-year colleges. Sometimes involving a degree
in "General Studies," these degrees are structured to provide mostly
general education courses, management studies, or other general
studies that come after technical training in two-year colleges.

Research results and policy assumptions are difirent for the
seral types of transfer. Therefore, assessment measures and cri-
teria recommendations must be based on the specific type of trans-
fer.

Tendency to Transfer. A recent imd extensive study by-
Holmstrom and Bisconti, for the American Council on Education
(1974), clearly documented a high transfer rate. They showed that
51.9 percent of all persons entering a two-year college as first-time,
fullytime students in 1968 had transferred to a four-year college by
1972. More men (55.7 percent) than women (45.3 percent) actually
transferred, and other variables indicate a pattern of underrepresen-
tation of women in transfer statistics. The difference.between men
and women was larger in the statistics for public two-year colleges
than it was for the.-overall sample. Their results showed that women
generally enter a two-year college with more defined goals, and that
their plans included programs like nursing, Secretarial science, and
dental aSsisting. These curricula usually have less transfer potential
than traditionally male career curricula (such as engineering tech-
nology, agribusiness, and law enforcement).

Holmstrom and Bisconti also showed. (and this is corrobo-
rated by specific state studies) that there are significant regional and
state differences in transfer rates.

Their statistics document the exp&ted and obvious positive
correlation between both plans.to transfer at the time of ending die
two-year college and good high school grades and actual transfer.
Perhaps more iniportantly, they conclUded that high school griides
and affluence were not correlated with transfer for those individuals
who did not initialy plan to transfer.

One observation made by Holmstrom and Bisconti highlights
a general Problem.: "Background factors, about which we know a.:
good deal, are less important determinants than experiences at the
junior college,.about which we know considerably less" (1974, p..
24).

Patterns of Articulation. -There have been several important
surveys of articulation practices. The collected information is quite
comprehensive, and it proves that the patterns are complex. Only,
rarely can one generalize conclusions and/or observations made in
one college to broad situations. Variables such as state and regional'
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location, type of transfer, type of program, and institutional charac-
teristics must be considered before any articulation decision or
recommendation can have any general validity.

Frederick Kintzer summarized articulation agreements and
practices in the fifty states in 1973 and updated the information in
1976. His analysis of emerging patterns prOvides a good basis for
analysis. More details within selected states and more elaborate
Models of articulation agreements are available from the agencies
involved. One example is 'the work of the Massachusetts State
Transfer Articulation Committee. Under the leadership of Ernest
Beals, a Transfer Information Service program eis underway, spon-
sored by the College Entrance Examination Board. With successful
experience in Massachusetts, the research system is being extended
to other New-England areas, and it is used as a model program for
other areas. Por example, 1ieals reported (1974) that 30,000 indi-
Nioiduur.als applied for transfer, in the fall of 1973, to Massachusetts

year colleges. While 61 percent desired transfer into the junior
Year of baCcalaureate programs, the sample included most of the
classifications described in this,paper.

Warren Willingham, in a series of reports, has colleeted"re-
sponses from national samples of four-year colleges to a variety of
questions, and then identified probleni areas. With Findikyan
1969, he documented the ntimbers of transfer applicants (432,000
in 1966), the percentage that were rejected (32 percent overall),
and other factors that were used in admission decisions. These,
tbgether with recruiting practices, were controlled by region, insti-
tutional control, size, and affluence. Admissability factors, analyzed
for all categories, included high school record, test scores, personal
qualities, recommendations, residency, reason for transfer, quotas,
field of application, and grades. The degree to which these factors
are used by individual four-year a;lleges is described by Prdia
(1975). This information, in handbook form, has particular Value
because it includes a large number of colleges and is generally acces-
sible.

assessment measures/success correlations

Various assessment measores have been evaluated for their
success in .predicting transfer student achievement as assessed by
their grade's earned in the upper division, earned degrees, the time
needed to complete degrees, and persistence versus different reasons
for withdrawing. Credits transferred and junior standing are not
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appropriate criteria of success because they are more a matte of
Alhey and/or agreements. Longer-range measures of iuccess, such as
improved -k mployment and personal satisfactions, (lave only bgen
studied in extremely limited situations that cannot be generalized.

Grades Prior to Transfer. Gradeiioint averages and grades in
specific courses have had a higher correlation wilhArticulation suc-
cess than any other factor; however, there are limits,P14Iems, and
extreme variations in the correlations. The existence of transfer
shock and rec42very has been kndwn for a long time. In general,
transfer students suffered a reduction of grade-point averages in the
first semester or term after transfer and then they have improved in
subsequent marking periods. The Knoell-Medsker study (*965),
often considered a landmark study, documented the phenomena,
and)howed that it was not uniform for different situations.

First-term and cumulative differentialsthe differences be-
tween the grades of transfer students and students who had studied
at.the four-year college for two yearsby the type of four-year col-
lege were: .58, for major state universities; .16, .09 for
teachers colleges; .28, .22 for other state universities; .25, .20
for private universities; and ,.46, .39 for technical institutions.
Differentials for individual four-year colleges ranged from +.08,
+.04 to 1.14, .93. The same students, three years'after transfer,
had graduation rates ranging from 73 percent to 53 percent; and
academic dismissal rates of 13 percent to 7 percent by the type of
institution.

Recent data from more limited populations have cbrrobo--
rated these general observations. However, some additional trends
tend to complicate the situation. Some two-year colleges have
adopted differing types of nonpunitive grading. The extent and par-
ticulars are rarely the stme, and the individual college policies must
be known to makc intelligent Lae of grades for advising or admis-
sion decisions. A general grade inflation phenomena has been ob-
served and discussed. In the last year, there has been some apparent
reaction to this, resulting in a countertrend in two-year and four-
year colleges. Some specific programs in four-year colleges have
found that selected course grades can help predict success. Since
each of these relates to a particular degree program, they do not
relate to general progress, but the technique apparently has merit
for specific cases.

Test Scores. Most jf the researchers have concluded that
standardized tests are not as valid as indicators of success as grades,
and that taken in conjunction with pretransfer grades, they do not
materially improve the prediction of four-year college grades.
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There is, 'however, a consensus that some tests Can be used
for curriculum articulation decisions. The most widely used test:for

.these purposes is the College Level Examination Program (CUP) of
the College Entrance Examination Board. Two of their goals for
CLEP, as stated by Arbolino (1976, p. 15), are ".To encourage col-

. leges and universities to do a more valid Sob of placement, accredita-
tion,. and admission of nontraditional and transfer students" and-
"To help students seeking to' transfer from one institution to an-
other to do so with a minimum loss of valid college credit." Arbo-
lino reports that kproximately ,800 institutims of higls>r educa-
tion grant-credit on the basis of CLEP this year.

Based on his independent experiences, Menacker, ha's agreed
that the CLEP'examinations can well be used to resolve problems 'of
specific courses and credit transfer. Ile ineludes-.general education
couise conflict areas and certain specific required courses needed
for transfer. He adds ihe caution that tests should not replace the
need for mutual understanding and communications between the
two institutions; .and that the CLEP teit should not be used as an
admissions rejection device (Menacker, 1975, p. 160). -

Other Results. Additional conclusions reached by Knoell and
Medsker .(1965) have been corroborated by more recent studies-
with smaller samples.

. 1. "Students whd transfer from a two-year college with full
junior standing have slightly less than two chances in three of corn-
pleling their baccalaureate degree prograins within a period of three
years. after transfer, if they enroll on a full-time basis. About two
thirds of those who complete degree programs do so within only
two years after transfer with junior standing. The odds are about
four chances. in five that the students will complete a degree-pro-

gram eventually, with the 'time and institution unspecified. The
probabilities are considerably loWer for students who transfer with
less than junior standing and for those who enroll on a part-time
basis in a four:year institution" (Knoell and Medsker, 1965, p. 26).

2. qeneral data for large numbers of people show that
women, as contrasted with men, (a) are \slightly More likely to
complete baccalaureate degrees with two years or transfer, but are
underrepresented in the total group that had completed degrees in
three more years, and (b) are_more likely to withdraW for personal
reasons, but.less likely to withdraw for academic reasons. These
'contrasts seem to be g result of the programs men and women select
and sexual stereotypes'rather than a result of female individual or
group aptitudes. Women are overrepresented in teacher education
and some other fields wherein transfer arrangements can be flexible;
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and are uhdernpresented in such 'programs as engineering, where
most individuals (native an(I transfer) take more than four total
years to complete the degree.

3. "There is so much overlap in the distribution. of acadeMic
aptitude of the transfer students win) graduate and those who drop
Out that test scores do not distinguish very efficiently among the
successes and failures. lf jimior college grades are used appropriately
in screening, counseling, and/or selecting transfer students for ad-
mission to particular institntions, there should be little need to
introduce test results as .further evidence of capacity to do satisfac-
tory . work in the upper division. This does not, of course, argue
'against the use of test results obtained for transfer students for
other purposes nor does it deny a significant relationship between
test scores and grade-paint averages. Some possible uses of test re-
sults at the time Of transfer include placement in course sequences,
demonstration of proficiency, qualification for honors programs,
and validation of credit for courses for which transfer credit is not
normally awarded" (Knoell and Medsker, 1965, p. 93).

4. "[We must also consider] other personal characteristics:
Most nonacademic characteristics were found to have much le'Ss
relationship to student performance than was found for high school
and junior-college achievement. Significant relationships were found
for some samples of men and women at different types of colleges
when enrollment Outcomes were related to family nationality par-
ents' educational attainment, and father's Occupation. The findings
tended 1.6 support the belief that students with 020;er-class back,
grounds who persisted through junior college and transferred would
be just as likely to succeed as those with middle- and upper-class
backgrounds who had had fewer handicaps to overcome" (Knoell
and Medsker,.1965, p. 40).

A review of doctoral dissertations, institutional studies, and
research journal articles of the;past five years leads to some addi-
tional general observations.

1. Little or no correlation was found between effective trans;
fer and aptitude or vocation#preference tests or inventories.

2. High school rank or- grades Were uncorrelated or 'were
much less correlated with tranSfer grades than were grades in the
two-year college.

3. Conflicting conclusions were drawn on the relationships of
students' age, sex, and marital status. Other conflicting results con-
cerned the size of the prior college and rural or urban classifica-
tions.
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4. Students transferring from a university branch to the main
university ( nehfers) generally .did better and had more success
than transfers om two-year or four-year colleges.

5. Rever e transfer student success depended on program
selection and oals. Most of them planned to .return to a four-year
college, but usually not to the original institution.

recommendations and guidelines

'All persons involved with advising and/or admission decisions
need to be familiar with two sets of national guidelines and with
any state or regional statements that affect them. The major recom-
.mendations, which are too important and detailed to be digested in
this paper, at+.: Guidelines for Improving Articulation Between.
Junior andSenior Colleges (a 1966 joint statement of the Associa-
tion of American Colleges, American Association of Junior Col-
leges, and the American Association of Collegiate Registrars' and
Admissions Officers, available from the American Council on Edu-
cation), and College Transfer (working paperS and. recommenda-
tions from the Airlie House Conference of December 1973, spon-
sored by the Association Transfer Group). Both refer to the selec-
tion and use of assessment measures and criteria:

Menacker (1975) and Willingham (1972) have written about
the fact that many of these recommendations are not being fol-
lowed by four-year colleges. Menacker has presented some case
studies and proposed the use of conflict theory to help unarstand
the problem. Willingham has documented the areas of noncompli-
ance and their relationship to the type of four-year college.

Concerning assessment measures and criteria, it would seem
that; the burden of proof for requiring ever-higher grade averages
and rtquiring test scores must rest with the four-year college. The

._proof or justification needs tb rest on institutional research that
controls for the colleges from which students transfer, takes univer-
sity major or _program into account, and compares transfer with

,

native students.
The recommendations stress the overriding importance of

extensive communications between the two-year and four-year col-
leges, and the need for joint involvement in establishing articulation
assessment criteria. These needs come up in almost every meeting,
conference, or publication dealing with transfers. Advising and ad-
mission decisions .require multiple ,channels of comMunication
because of the changing status of curricular expectations at both
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colleges, and changes of personnel. ArtieulatiOn offices are needed
in all colleges that include sizable numbers of transfer studeys in
their student bodies. These offices must be Jbk, through capacity
and contacts, to monitor and fecilitate mutual :(frnmunications
about faculty, admissions, counsokng, and financial aid..

assessment summary

The following, guidelines summarize the observations, re-
search, and recommendations reviewed in this chapter. They focus
on the measures and criteria to be used by four-year colleges in ad-
vising and.admitting different types of transfers from two-year col-
leges.

Articulated Vertical' Transfer (1). Having the largest number
of transfers, this tritional.artictdation easilylustifies formal and
explicit transfer agreements and/or policies. The agreements are
usually/developed aS part of a state or regional arrangement. Pri-
vately controlled and highly specialized institutions that inchltle
transfer studcnts in their general goals, should also develop such
agreements, if they are not part of a system agreement. The na-
tional recommendations described earlier provide a base for such
agreeinents, and the numbers involved warrant the specific research
needed to Make sound provisions.

The agreements should involve minimum wade-point averages
(GPA) in the, two-yt;ar college only if specific researchcontrolled
by prior institution and programdvuments a "transfer shock"
and only to the extent that the GPA is lower for transfcr stinfents

'than the Institutional academic policies allow for probation. Advis-
ing iind counseling effectiveness requires a knowledge Of the differ-
ences between the two-year and four-year c011ege in instructional

,slyks, grading standards, program goals, and gencral environme,nt.
Assessment measures for admission to certain four-'year programs
(such .as.fine arts, music, and photography) may include portfolios,
auditions, and special projects. These may be nezded to measure
professional performance that is expected to compare with that of
native studen4 or that is not reflected sufficiently in grades. Since

-these involve professional judgments, they should not be the sole
criteria for admission. The review of such portfolios and special
projects should include, if at all possible, a discussion with the ap-
plicant. Such discussions often reveal misconceptions on both sides,
and allow the college to validate the independent work claimed.by
the applicant.

,
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.Artirulated Transfer in Specialized Career Fields (1.A). These
'special ,cases should follow these suggestions plus a specialized

'assessment device or, procedure. Since ,the four-year college expects
to build on .the !earnings in specialized programs from many.two-

,- year colleges,. it" is probably necAsary to evaluate the match be-
tween the lower- and upper-division programs. This could be in the
form of extensive tmmmunicat ions between the respective faculties;
and/or a test or questionnaire desigried to covef the matching or
oVerlap areas. It must be stressed that the two-year program's ma.st
important goals deal with direct employtilent and local.situations.
Therefore, the combination of devices must be clearly established as
a means of improving the articulation sttecess pf the ,transferring
individuals; not as general evaluations of the associate degive pro-
gram.

Where assumed to be important in special .fields, coMpe-
, ' tenCies are not adequately measured by grades, these transfers may

also find it appropriate to use a special project, 4emonstYa.tion, or
equivalent portfolio of skills.

1.Nontraditional Transfer (3).* Since these :are people 'Who
May havi been out ci.r coltege for sonie years whoJial..e had experit2
ential learning -and/or external studi,:s. different ..assessment mea-
sures arc needed. Earned credits should' ,eaccepl.ed regardless 6f
any time lapse, unless the courses have clearly chinged in content
and involve specific prerequisite information for noncredit learning,
sLich.as chemistry. CLEP orequivalent 'examinations thould be used
'for both Curriculum/eredit transfer qtrstions and for advising.
These two functions are very likely to be related, becausethe indi-.
vidual's deCision to enroll probably depends''partially on fhe extent,
of transfer credit allowed. CLEP scores should, however, riot be
used to deny admission to baccalaureate programs. Admissions
assessments should include a technique fOr measuring the con:

./gruence Of the individual's goals, recent -accomplishments, and the
goals Of the four-year college program. Interviews, references, re-
quired goal statements, and samples of recent work (for example,
reports, review4, and personal or employment accomplishments)
may be used to evaluate readiness. Other assessment measures such
as tly available guides evaluating armed services studies, and state
agenTy prbcedures cat) be used where appropriate.(such as the New
York's Regent's Degree and/or Empire State College summaries).

.*The types of transfer identified earlier as 2, 4, and 5 are beyond the
scope of this paper.
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Double Reverse Transfer (6). These individuals may well feel
that there is too much assessment data available. Whether returning
to a different four-year college, or -) the original. institutkm (a
small minority of this group),- the key assessment question concerns
the ,.xtent to which the original grades are used. It is suggested shat
advising interviews determine whether any significant change has
occurred since the original four-year college experience. The
changes way be marriage, full:time service or employment that re-
lates to goals, major career/goal alterations, and/or different grade
patterns in the two-year college. If there arc such changes, it would
be inappropriate to use poor original grades as a reason for non-
admission. In this event they should be assessed and advised in the
same fashion as other transfer students.

Vocational to Changed Major Transfer (7). Assuming that
these people are making the change in conjunction with good advis-
ing 6r counseling, it should be possible to estimate the degree bf
similarity between the two-year college instructiclh and that i)f the
proposed new major. To the extent that there is similarity in the
instructional styles, evaluation procedures, general education goals,
and overall environment, it will be possible to use grades, discipline
references, and measures of persistence in assessing the potential for
a successful transfer. If there is no reasonable similarity, it may be
necessary to use test scoxes, high school grades, and general rUer-
ences. In any event, assessments for credit transfer may require the
use of CLEP or equivalent tests. The determination of similarity
requires a detailed knowledge .of the two fields. Superficial impres-
sions and perceptions, are not sufficient. A siudent's previous work
in civil engineering technology may be more similar to the college's
urban planningcourse than to its, civil engineering course.

Upside-Down Curricula Transfer (8). Sinee such programs in
four-year colleges do not rely on specific prerequisites or prior

learni'ng, assessments can be based on general collegiate experiences.
An overall grade-point; average can %%ell be uSed (taking trafisfer
shock and recovery into account if research has documented it)..-
Specific tests or course grades do not have :the value for this group
that they have among articulated transfers.

general observations

45'

All of the research and recommendations outlined in this
chapter lead to the,cLnclusion that there is a strong need for exten-
sive communications between two- and fon-year colleges. Only

-""
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with regular and continuing arrant;ements for dnformation ex-
change, can assessment measures and criteria be valid. Moreover,
performance in th 1e two-year eollge is always a htter predictor of
success than are high school grades or rank. And, finally, the four-
year colleges must assume responsibility for properly valid'ating any
criteria that differentiates between nati%e and transfer students.
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Today most community colleges are committe
to occupational education, and assessing student

progress in this area, though complicated,
can be accomplished by careful planning.

assessing student progress
in preparation for work

s. v. martorana

The commitment of the "community college Imwernent" to help
students to choose and qualify for a life work has been challenged
throughout its history. Even now, for example, despite the need for
the world of education to become more relevantly tied to the world
of worka point of view given dramatic public notice by former
President Gerald Ford in an address early after his assumption of
the presidencymany powerful voices claim that a strong concen-
tration on the student's vocational goals will give his education a
handicapping disbalance and be, in fact, counterproductive to pre-
paring him to cope with the rapidly changing future social order
increasingly visioned by futurists in all fields.

Community college officials need to assess their occupational
programs within this continuing controversy. The constant ques-
tions they will continue to face are: How can we evaluate the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of-the program in preparing an individual
for work, and How can we assess the student's progress toward this
goal?

New Directions for Community Colleges, 18, Surnmerg. 51
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problems facing assessment of occupational programs

This discussion now turns to some more specific difficulties
in assessing occupational programs, which have generated doubt
about the dedication of these institutions to occupational educa-
tional goals and to their capability to attain them. Six specific prob-
lems significantly affect community colleges' efforts to assess stu-
dent preparation for work.

One: Adjusting to Growing Awareness of the Emerging
Knowledge Society. Davis and Blonistrom (1975) have,advanced
two ways by which a knowledge society may be defined. One defi-
nition is that such a society exists "When more than half the gross
national product is provided by the knowledge industries," organi-
zations that produce and distribute ideas and information rather
than goods and services; examples are newspaper, magazine, and
book publishing, television, education, telephone communication,
and data processing. A second definition is that a knowledge society
exists when "more than half the labor force is employed in knowl-
edge-based occupations rather than manual occupations. Knowl-
edge-based occupations are most of the professional, managerial,
and technical occupations as defined by the census" (Davis and
Blomstrom, 1975, p. 391).

Peter Drucker expects both of these conditions to be realized
in the 1970s, and discusses in depth the potential impact of that
fact in his book, The Age of Discontinuity: Guidelines to Our
Changing Society (1969). Under these conditions, knowledge rather
than manual skill becomes the principal means of serving human
needs. In such a social order, knowledge becomes the foundation of
most of sodety-s occupations and becomes the basis by which both
current social support is routinely provitted and the geneml civiliza-
tion advanced. KncwIedge becomes widespread, pervades all pro-
ductive activities, and generates a large proportion of education-
and knowledge-oriented citizens. Since the United States promises
to become .the first knowledge society in the world, there is no
precedent to help us forsee what is likely to develop in such a soci-
ety and to assist in preparing for its consequences.

These projections have a significant bearing on two major
goals of occupational education. One of these goals is a sound
preparation for competent work performance in the field of special-
ization-pursued.. Another is the development of a basic knowledge
wherein the specialized activity is brought as close to being a knowl-
edge-based enterprise as current expert understanding of its requi-
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site skills, understandings, and concepts will allow. In short, yoca-
tional education is under more pressure today than ever before in
its history to contribute to the general movement of the United
StateS toward becoming a knowledge society.

Two: Avoiding the Dichotomy of Specialized versus Liberal
Education. Is the best preparation for work,one that is based on the
study.and acquisition of specialized skills and knowledge, or is the
goal best achieved by study in the liberal arts and sciences? Even a
brief review of the literature concerned with this question is beyond
the scope of this presentation; but the effect of the continuing
debate on the attention devoted to assessment of occupational pro-
grams must be noted.

A recent report- of the National Education Association shows
that this question still receives discrepant answers. The report was
based on the "seven cardinal principles and objectives for the educa-
tion of every American boy and girl" that had been formulated by
the 1918 CoMmission on the Reorganiziuion of Secondary Educa-
tion as a major educational policy statement. The review was made
and reported by a special Study committee and was based on inter-
views with a 1976 panel of 48 prominent American educators and
laymen and 130 student leaders from throughout the nation-With
respect to updated views on the "cardinal objective" of vocational
preparation, the report advanced this conclusion: "There was a
clear division of opinion in the panelists' replies. Some respondents
felt that specific vocational training or preparation should continue
to be carried on in the secondary and postsecondairy Years. Others
either stressed ageneral education as the best prerequisite to voca-
tional success or argued that more and perhaps most vocational
preparatioh should occur outside the school walls" (Shane, 1976,
pp. 64-65).

Although this kind of philosophical ambiguity casts a cloud
of doubt over assessment efforts, the fact that the polariz.ed posi-
tions reported persist is deplorable, because it runs counter to the
best thinking now expressed by both educational philosophers such
as Sir Eric Ashby and practical educational leaders such as former
U.S. Commissioner of Educadon Terrence Be II. The general view
now expounded by such leaders is that a sound vocational educa-
tion requires a balance of specialized and general studies, and that
excluding either does not prepare students for the modery world of
WO rk .

Three: Recognizing the Complexity of Assessment. The task
of assessing student Preparation for work involves some idea of a
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goal (competency in a particular field of work) and an individual
person (the student trainee), as well as a. process (program of
planned learning experiences) and an environmental setting (an en'
compassing socioeconomic order in which the work is to be per-
formed). To be complete, an assessment program_ needs to cOnsider-
all four of these variables, each in relation to the others.

Failure to take into account the full range of complexities in
the assessment process generates at least two negative,consequences,
both of which are present to some degree in the community college
assessment efforts described later in this article. Onc is the adoption
of oversimplistic assessment techniques, which lead to conclusions
about program effectiveness that are either false or only partially
true. The other is the acceptance of responsibility for results that
are set by forces external to thc college, such as labor unions, pro-
fessional accreditirg associations, licensing boards, and cmpkyer
groups. A teaching-learning procedure made a part of an occupa-
tional curriculum cannot always make up for deficiencies in student
qualification essential to succss in a field of work (for exult*, a
person five feet tall cannot rea:mstically aspire to be a successful pro-
fessional basketball player). And, as a general rule, neither can goals
be sct and programs develope:i that are based on unrealistic expec-
tations of qu tlifications possessed by students (for example, the
production of a basketball team on which all members are over
seven feet tall). In order to be effective, the assessment task in
preparation for work must be comprehensive and realistic in recog-
nizing what factors sin the process are, indeed, within the province
of the responsible instituthm to control and modify and which are
not.

Four: Agreeing on Appropriate Criteria for Assessment. The
typical response to the question: "What measures are most prac-
tically and best applied to measure the effectiveness of an occupa-
tional program?" is "Acceptable performance of the specific job
duties and the concomitant acceptable contribution to the produc-
tion of the expected outcomes of the work involved (products com-
pleted, sales made, services rendered)." These are classic measures
of the commercial and industrial output of the economy, and they
are still viewed by many as the soundest measures of effectiveness
in work. But thcy face serious challenge from a growing number of
persons who feel that one's work should be fruitful in more ways
than just the traditional economic ones.

For example, according to thc NEA report mentioned earlier,
a number of comnients about vocational education could be sun.-
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marized under the label humanistic,. that is, they de.d with views on
how human welfare can best be served in preparation for the world
of work. For example, the report noted that "Independence and a
feeling of self-worth depend on opportunities for exercising a vital
ability. There is in reaching for excellence in some form. Voca-
tional skills should help individuals achieve these personal satisfac-
tions'(Shane, 1976).

During the past quarter century, there has developed a con-
siderable literature on changing individuals' values am! the ..:alues
they expect from work, and on research into the relationships be-
tween types of work performed, pro)grams of preparation for work,
individual personality differences, and expressions of job satisfac-
tion (see review by Mann, 1976, Chap. 2). All indications now arc
that nwasures of work values, satisfaction, and adjustment will be
increasingly applied in the assessnwnt proCess and in the future
either will equal the more trioditional measures of productivity in
use or will supplant them.

Five: Differentiating Between Assessment and Predktion.
Another element that complicates efforts to) assess student prepara-
tion for work is the close .ulil complex relationship tlut exists be-
tween assessment, strictly defined as an evaluation process, and pre-
diction, defined as a forecasting process. Community colkgcs
offering programs of occupational preparation are usually expected
to provide two services to the student and to thc employing ccon-
omy: a cuniculum and a tcaching-learning experience that is valid
and reliable in accomplishing the goal of preparing the student for a
particular fIeld of work, alul some indication in advance that the
student-graduate of the program shows reasonable promise of suc-
cess in the field of work chosen.

Although Obviously closely,relatcd, the procedures and tech-
niques for assessment and evaluation need to be differentiated from
those rdated to prediction of particular student-graduate per-
formance. Assessment as evaluation emphasizes usc of measures
that judge the efficiency and effectiveness of the 'curriculum and
teaching-learning processes of a college in producing known results
set as outcomes of these educational cicmentsknowing after the
fact what has gone into and what has resulted from the curriculum
and the teaching-learning program, the question asked is: "Did it
produce what it was expected to do?" Prediction, in contrast,
stresses development and application of techniques to improve the
capacity of the institution to judge in advance what will be the
likely effects of the use of certain curriculum and teaching-learning
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experiences on student growth belOre the expected outcomes are
known and can be measured in actual, objective terms.

As will lw sho%vn later in this article, mOst of the assessment
tecnniques currentl in use in the community colleges combine the
concepts of evaluation of known educational practices and out-
comes with predictions of the worth of yet untested practices and
unkm,wn outc(nnes, While a complete separation of the two func-
tions and piocedures related to them may be ill advised, a sharper
awareness of their cahd differences c( odd sigInficantly improve both
current practices and general understanWng of community college
oecupati(Inal education.

Six: Recognizing the Current -State of the Art." Finally,
amtint; the problems facing assessment of student preparation for
work is the current relatively unsophisticated level of practice. Al-
tlunigh there is some variation between and among fields of work
and levels of specializations.lWo bask guiding principles are widely
followed in assessing studt:nts' preparation: (1) what the current
practitioners in the field of work insist on and (2) what the socio-
economic setting in which the field of work f Terates will accept.

The first of the two principles, is based on practitirrners' eval-
uations of how new trainees meet their qualifications for entry into
a field of specialized practice. The second principle is manifested in
the interplay of demands in business, industry,.goyernment, and the
profes6ons for personnel with specialized occupational preparation,
that is, in job openings; the number of persons claiming to be quali-
fied and seeking jobs; and the qualifications set by employers for
job entry. The assessment task in the community colleges cannot be
expected to change this dynamic; few would 'advocate that- this
ought even to be attempted. The only choice, then, is to recognize
that the assessm,:nt process cannot be fAly isolated from the subtle
effects of external forces that operate in the larger socioeconomic
scene.

The most important implicatirrn of this discussion is that the
assessment process in community colleges occupational education
today is essentially a cubjective exercise and is likely to remain so,
for several reasons. One is the difficulty in assessing all of the rele-
vant factors simultaneously. Another is that virtually ak fields for'
which community colleges ,prepare students for emp yment are
becoming more complex. This is true of those in which workers
provide basic services and apply skillstelevision repairpersons,
clerical salespersons, and so onas well as those resting on broader
principles and conceptual knowledgenurses, quality controllers,
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accpuntants, and the like. Efforts to eliminate the subjectivity now
heavily present in the assessment proCess are, perhaps, to be com-
mended, but until the "science of man" becomes more exact and
complete, they are unlikely to succeed. Therefore, development and
,application of a "pure" scientific approach to assessment of com-
munity college occupational programs is also unlikely.

_

assessment theory and tests in occupational preparation

Within the last decade, efforts by occupational educators to
build the advances being made in the broad field of educational
assessment have accelerated. The Center for the Study of Voca-
tional and Technical Education at Ohio State UniverSity, for exam-
ple, has developed a procedure known as "Assessment of Internal
Decision Events" (AIDE) to help ensure the high-quality output of
occupational programs (I) by providing a better information base
on which to make program and management decisions; (2) by
strengthening program accountability; and (3) by applying the tech-
nique in ways that supplement and complement existing proce-
dures. AIDE is claimed to ensure better outcomes by fostering
systematic planning for student development, whereby'educators per-
form an -orderly series of steps to evaluate student progr.ess. The
prOcedures are designed to reduce happenstance development and,
by use of external review boards or committees, draw on the expert
knowledge of personnel from outside the institution as well as
within (Lasell, 1974).

Standardized Assessment Measures. A variety of assessment
.instrurnents have been deVeloped to measure student interests in
and progress toward various occupational educational objectives.
The reader is referred to the Seventh Mental Measurements Year-
book (Buros, 1972) for detailed descriptions and reviews of av.ail-
able tests. In the space available here, only a few examples can be
mentioned to provide an idea of the variety and nature of the mea-
sures that.are available and in use.

In 1966, the U.S. Office of Educanon funded the Achieve-
ment Measure Project, whereby North Carolina State University
initiated work on the development of a number of postsecondary
occupational achievement tests in trade and indu5-trial fields. Later,
the University of Illinois joined this project. iests resulted in five
trade areas and two technology areas: auto mechanics, heating and
refrigeration, machine trades, electrical installation and mainte-
nance, radio and television repair, electronics, and data processing.
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Tests to measure percepttd and psychomotor objectives are
found in both the Ohio Trade and Indu Arial Tests and the Achieve-
ment Measures Project Tests, Perhaps because of the difficulty of
producing standarding tests in these areas, rating systems are usedas
One of the techniques for measurement of these behaviors. Baldwin
points out a number of drawbacks of such ratings: (1) subjectivity
Of the evaluation, (2) inadequate instructions to the evaluator, and/
or ill-defnied ranks of e(Imparison, (3) lack of training in use of the
particular instrument, and (4) poor design of the instrument. Bald-
win also points out ti()11,,,' special problems to be rememhered when
attempts :ire made to measure psychomotor behaviors. The impor-
tance of standardized conditions cannot be overemphasized. In-
srructions are often given students orally in tests of this kind and
slight variations in instructions can produce large difkrences in per-
formance levels. Generally., it is also difficult to control the testing
situation; raw materials, tools, and equipment need to be of the

, same type and in the same condition f('n- ose. Ideally, all students
should be tested on the same or identical pieces of equipment, a
conditi( 'n not always easy to meet in the practical instructional
situation. One of the tru(st widely used instruments for assessing
student interests in oecupatiou is the Kuder Preference- liecord
(Vocational). It is designed to yield scores indicative of a student's
interest in each of ten different occupationally related areas; the
scores are not related to specific occupations within these broad
fields but only to the general areas of activity to which the more
speCific occupati(ms can be related.

The Gordon Occupation Check List-is an instrument designed
to measure interest in more specific occupational fields. This check-
list is of particular interest to occupational educators in community
colleges because it represents activities associated with jobs requir-
ing less than baccalaureate-dcree college preparati(ni for entry, that
is, jobs in the technical and semiprofessional levels to which twist of
the community college vrograms are related. The California Occu-
pational Preference Survey was developed to confirm the occtipa-
tional areas of major interest to.-a student and to help counselors
and instructors to judge whether or not such interest would require

collyge education to be fulfilled. It uses a free-reSponse format, as
opposed to the Kuder forced-choice technique (Bauernfeind, 1969),

Instructor-Developed Tests and,.Related External Measures.
By 'far the mOst common assessment practice in cOmmunity college
occupational assessment is the use of tests developed by faculty in
the academic division of the college providing the program of in-
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struction involved. This practice builds on one of the 1/4.9mmunity
colleges' strongest features in providing occupational educationan
instructional staff that is itself expert in the field of practice. In-
structors of occupational subjetts in cemmunity colleges have prac-
ticed successfully in their specialty and are expected to keep up
their close acquaintance with new developments in their fields. Use
of instructor-made tests is virtually universal and reflects both some
strengths and some weaknesses in the assessment prOcess. Anmng
the strengths are (1) the more frequent opportunities afforded
instructors to check on the progress students are making toward the
goals established in the prop-am; (2) the greater possibilities for
diagnosing student learning problems and thereby providing a basis
for ckinging the curriculum or the teactling-karning procedures em-
ployed; and (3) the strengthened possibility for maintaining the
relevancy Of college programs of instruction to thy actual world of
work to which the student is aspiring. In additioh, instructor and

'counselor observations, close to the student and maintained over
periods of long duration can represent assessments of affective
behavior. Thus, they avoid one of the drawbacks noted in our dis-
cussion of standardized measures, namely, that they cannot de-
scribe v,.ith precision the individual student as a complete person.

Among the weaknesses inherent in a heavy reliance on in-
structor-devdoped tests are (1) the possibilities that attention will
_be diverted from general job performance requirements to those
skills and concepts that the faculty believe are most important; (2)
the chance that concentration on job requirements more related to
the interests of local or regional employers will handicap student
job mobility after graduation; and (3) the likelihood that.foculty.
will pay undue attention to the expectations of the specialized
licensing bodies and external accrediting agencies in their fields.
Heavy reliance on instructor-made measures also expose the com-
munity colkge assessment approaches to several weaknesses imted
earlier in this article. Nlention was made, for example, of the risk
deriving from an oversirnplistic approach to evaluation, overlook-
ing some of the-factors bearing on the task. Questions can also be
raised, about how strong in assessment theory faculty ale.

-

other more direct assessment techniques

Tests such aS those mentioned, whether broadly based on
national norms%or developed by a single faculty member, are, at
best, indirect measures of ,how the student is likely to do in the
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actual work situation... Con:munity colleges make a constant at-
tempt to bring their occupational programilig and related assess-
ment techniqu:s to bear more directly and validly On the actual
work situation. Energetic adherence to the prt-rciplc that faculty
members employed to teach occupational fields' should be persons
ol established reputation in their specialties is t ic vay to nntintain
relevance between the education provided and th.- wtrk to be done.
Another approach- widely followed in community ci ,Ilegcs and simi-
lar postsecondary educational institutioas is to t,se tual.job condi-
tions as much as possible in the curriculum and the teat hinglearn-
ing process.. Scvesal ways to "do this can be eitedon-the-job
training, work-study programs, cooperative educati( tit, and the like.
AB of them have the advantage of placing the student for a t,inic in
the real work situation and, in the process, of establishing a etting
in which his performance and progress to the objectives set for him
can be concretely evaluated. Most of them have an added advantage

wdent.in that they also provide some financ,ial aid-to I st

Cooperative education pmvides the best and most specific
illustration of tit-LA several types of specific job experience tied into
student learning experience. Today over five hundred colleges and
universities in forti:-seven states and the District of Columbia
operate cooperative.education programs. Bender, Lucas, .and 1101-
senheek (1975, p. 9) describe the framework 11,t- complete coop-
erative education program as follows: "Cooperatize education is a
postsecondary work experience progt-am desioed to produce aca-
demic career, and/or persimal enrichment opportunities fm- a stu-
dent while he or she is fully enrolled and registcred at the ins:itu-
tion. The work experience involves a definitive period Or periods of
emploYment supplementing full or part-timc study on cathpus.
Evaluation of the experience is performed bi; all p:irticipants-(:tu-
dent, employer, and institution) based on pwdetermined learning
objectives based-upon the work experience itm If. The student's par-
ticipation is considered an- integral part of the total 'educational
proceSs for tha'

According to asSessments of cooperative Occupational educa-
tional programs, students benefit in many ways. Besides assuming
personal responsibility for managing one's time and fiscal xesources
in-much the same manner as working adults and gaining the oppor-

.

tunity for career exploration from a woiker's perspective, students
devylop better understandings of the application of theoretical con-
cepts to fkkrproduction. They become more' motivated to learn,
develop a greater interest in the subject mattur of their specializa-
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tion, and express more .self-confidence in their field performance.
Furthermore, they acquire and dCnh mstrate 3 more questioning and
critical ._attitude in their ckss-related studies as a result of their
'ooperative rdticatiull vi irk experience. Finalhi, their transition
from ctdiege to full-time %cork is made easier by the orientation
they get to the jobs, the enhant cd i tunity to dc% clop peer rela-
tionships with other wo: kers, and the chance lof employers
serve the quality of their actual on-t he-joh petlocinatwe (Tyler,
1971; Wilson an(1 Nm. 1961).

fellow-up studies of graduates
,

The ultimate evaltiatiyn o the success or failure of students
completinrccupatiimal pro.L;rams is made in the marketplace of
work. Persons responsible for 11ro.2,roms of occupational nreparatitin
early recognized th i a mi. and follow-up studies of ,in-aduates
began to appear very early alter i he first develipment of vocatbmal
education under the Smith-llughes Act of 1917. Early studies of
junior colleges included andeses of the later work avd study pat-
teins of the graduates; and, more recently, community et dkges
thr,ifighout the nation h4ve shown increased interest and acti-ity in
determining, from their fornter students, how well their prow..ams
have served them, their career interests, and the vork objectives of
their emplo-yers. The .deepened interest in sucn 1.dlow-up studies
sterns in part from encouraging recent kderal vocation education
legislation and in part from the recent shift in composition of the
student bt)dy, which shows increasing proportions of students en-
rolling in occupational puigrams and more older and more pat t-titnc
students.

The federal Vocational Education mendments of 1968 spe-
cifically .1-commended that follow-up studies be used more inten-
sively as a method of assessment of occupation.d potrants.:One
Year later, the National d% korY Council for Vocational Education
(NACVE) issued a.statement u-rging selmpls and colleges offering
occupational programs to consider their obligatitm to sttuleuts as
extending beyond the point of graduation. The report stated, -Plac-
ing the student' on the job and following up his success and failures
provide the best -possible information to the school on own
strengths and weaknesses" (NACVE,1969, p, 3). In 1970, NACVE'
went even further and isaid, "Schools shotild invest as much in
folkw-up uml counseling for thktse who drop out as for those who,
remain in school" (NACVE, 1 0, p. 6). And in 1972, 'NACVE-
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recommended that "job placement and follow-up :ervices be. con-
sidered major parts of counseling'and guidance programs" (NACVB,
197:2, p. 7).

Angelo C. Gilli, a nationally recognized authority in the con-.
duct of follow-up studies on a large scale, identifies several areas in
which such projects provide asseSsment and related decision-making
data for the colleges .concerned. Gill (1975, P. 25) notes that they
provide information alput:

Curricularn relevancY as assessed by former students, at the
time they are placed on their first jobs and several years later.

Overall value (both immediate and long-term) of the program
tolormer students.

Quality of training and education, as assessed by employers
inkerms of their employees' performance on the job.

." Determination of job-characteristics (particularly in terms of
activities oriented to people, data, and things).

Job satisfaction of former students and graduaies.
Determination of the mobility characteristics of 'former stu-

dents and ;;raduates, with respect to both job mObility and geo-
graphic mobi:ity.

Characteristics of tomer students and graduates with respect
to continuing education.

DeterMination of other demographic data needed for long-
term decision making.

.. In a4dition to these congtructive outcomes of follow-up
studies, graduates of occuPational programs benefit directly from
well-planned follow-up studies. According to Seymour Brantner
(1975), students who graduate from occupational programs need
continuing support from the institutions that have_trained therii;

' this can be provided through continuing contact with graduates to
enhance job adjustment, especially during early work experience,
and through cGontinuing education. Assistance in removing a new
Worker's dissatisfalgion .or helping him to determine what addi-
tional preparation he should.seek are typical, of this kind of sup-
port.-

In the interest of developing appropriate evaluation models
for community colleges, a study was nuide in 1973 in which -data-
gathering instruments and reports of follow-up studies were -Ana=,t4

lyzed intensively. The project produced the following list of recom-
mendations concerning the development and use of follow-up
Studies in community colleges (Williams and Snyder, 1974, pp.
40-42):' 69
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Designers of follow-up studies 'should make use of consul-
tants and texts on follow-up research as they plan their studies..

In planning follow-up research, designers must give attention
to identifying the population to be studied and selecting research
samples.

Questionnaires should be designed carefully to elicit maxi-
mum student response.

Precollege employment experience should tn. taken/into ac-
count:

Gr'eater effort should be made to gathet longitudinal data..
Employers' opinions of former students should bti sOught in

evaluating employment /outcomes of occupational-technical pro-.
grams.

If follow-up research is to be credible and useful, researchers
'must provide.careful deScriptions of their rese.ach, including proce-
dures, subjects, and authorship.

If follow-up studies are to contribute to institutional evalua-
tion and accountability, they must be designed to answer specific
questions and the data must be interpreted for nonrescarchers at
colleges and other interested agencies.

Educational goals must be defined.
Follow-up studies shouhl seek information relating to the

'affective behavior of the former students as well as information
more objectively cltermined, such .as demographic descriptors and
.measures of job success such as salaries, promotions, and the like.
The data relative o attitudes, perceptions, and value judgments
should be adapted, to the usual questionnaire survey techniques
used in follow-up studies. A sophisticated asses,sment of the results
of occupational prOgrams on objectives reflecting alues and atti-
tudes will require nOt only cOnventional follow-up studies but also
an augmentation of these by more penetrating personal interviews,
personality inventoris, and similar informational devices adminis-
tered to at least a sample of the college's occupational education
gladuates.

institutional accountability needs, better student assessment

The word accountaility is widely used today to describe.the
intensely close surveillance,being given all kinds of educational insti-
tutions by their several constituencies. Community colleges are no
exception, and each of tht\ir several constituencies, from outside
and withinstudents, supporting taxpayers or private benefactors,
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employers of graduates, faculty and administrators, and boards of
controlexert their special demands for qualitative and quantitative
evidence that the particular programs and services they deem essen-
tial arc being provided. This author has defended the legitimacy of
the claims of each of these constituencies elsewhere (Martorana,
1975). Powerful reasons exist to expect that the pressures for
accountability will remain steady or even increase in the foreseeable

ufut rc.
In assessment and accountability, the "state of the art" stii1

relies on techniques developed in guild training, on the fact that
faculty are either currently or were recently practitioners in their
specialized fields, are close to and know the criteria of success that
come from the applied work situation, and therefore can judge by
subjective and personal observation to what extent and how well
the student is progressing toward these goals. A wide gap still exists p,

between the approaches being developed and tested by the theorists
and researchers in student askssment and the approaches used by
the teaching faculty and counselors in the Community colleges. A
cloer working relationship between theorists in testing, evaluation,
survey and follow-up studies, attitude and interest inventorying,
and so forth, on the one hand, and po)fessional staff members
working with students in the community colleges, on ay other,
would appear to be in the best interest of all concerned, because
both groups arc seeking the common goal of a better science and
practice of instruction in postsecondary, occupational education.
Community college staff development programs, now a growing
institutional activity nationwide, should press for such a liaison.
The result will be a morc sophisticated capability in student assess-
ment than now is the case, providing a more complete and convinc:
ing accountability, not only to such groups as the employers, those
who support community colleges, and those responsible for the pro-
grams in the institutions themselves, but also, and most impor-
tantly, to the s'udent. In th... final analysis,, students' progress in
their careers is the ultimate criterion of the utility of the methods
we have discussed, and represents the arca where improvements in
the "state of the art" will reap a due reward.
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Community college students may haveynanticipated
advantages during the coming decade, even though

earning a two-year rather than a four-year degree
tends to limit their potential for social mobility.

assessing student
educational and

occupational progress

brent mack shea

From the Horatio Alger stories of the last ccntury to contemporary
rags-to-riches accounts, the belief persists that success is primarily

, an individual matter. The individual success ideology, so pervasive
in our society, has clearly placed the blame for failing to succeed on

.. the individual: Everyone has an cqual chance, so if you end up with
less than your share of the goods, no one can be blamed exc .pt
.yourselfand schools are the instrument for giving everyone an
equal chance. This egalitarian argument is especially convincing
when access to colleges is opened up, to the extent of guaranteeing
every high school graduate admission into higher education. After
all, college is Ole vehicle for success, isn't it? And if everyone can go
to college, everyone has the chance to succeed, right? What such
acco n%ts omit, is more informative than the accounts themselves,
and i eludes information about (1) how students Vary on dimev-
sions.affecting their progress through school, (2) how schools affect
student progress, and (3) how student progress (or success) might
be assessed.
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how students vary on dimensions affecting progress ;

Making sense of how students, educational institutions, and
sUccess are related is unlikely, unless the attempt is somehow quali-
fied. One might clmose to explore how upper-middle-class, high-
ability high school seniors progress through elite universities and on
to high-status occupations. But one might better look at the prog-
ress of generally lower-income, lower-ability students through two-.
year colleges and on to the labor market. After all, it is the success
of these students that provides the best test or democratic oppor-
tunity.

Student Profile. In a system where the structure of secondary
education is determined by the structure of higher education, and
higher education is shaped by the needs of graduate education, it is
not surprising to find that two-year students are typically character-.
ized in relation to their peers at four-year colleges, usually in terms
such as "less than" or "not as likely .as." To define thesestudents,
the following profile is sacred:

Two-year students come from families ,with lower incomes
timn do four-year students. On measures of academic ability and
aptitude, including intelligence-measured and self-appraised---two-
year students fall below their age mates at four-year insUtutions
(Cooley and Becker, 1966; Astin, Panos, and Creager, 1967; Cross,
I)68, 1969; O'Banion, 1969; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 19,2;
Shea, 1975b). From making plans for college to dt-nOing out, tWro;
year students occupy a less favorable statue. BeitiF less likely to
have even discussed college plans with anyone v.iiile they are in high.
school, and, if they have, being less likely to have been encouraged
to attmd college (Rehberg and Hotchkiss, 197k.), they are not
likely to have their enrollment in college taken for granted by any-
one. If they do get to college, they sometimes encounter peer group
opposition, as well as. parental d.'sapploval (O'Connell, 1970). Being
less likely to believe in J,..h oon ng for its own sake (Richards and
Braskamp,'1967)-a belief useful in motivating students to continue
their education --and less likely to believe formal education will
result in personally beneficial outcomes, and having lower educa-
tional and occupational goals anyway, two-year students orient
themselves to careet: havin!4 both immediate payoffs and close rela-
tionships between training and subsequent employment (09Banion,
1969). Since they are less inclined to decide to go 'to 'college-and
then more likely to defer enrollment (Astin, 1975; Medsker ant
Tillery, 1971)- two-year students are more likely to attend nart-
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time once they get there mostly because they have part-time em-
ployment. For.the same reasons as for these part-time statuses, two-
'ear students are more likely to live at home, under the often nega-
tive influence of family and friends and the consequently lower
involvement in educational activities not directly related to educa-
don per se (Cohen, 1969; Monroe, I 972).

Additionally, compared with students in transfer (college
'parallel) programs, students in terminal vocational programs a,re sig-
nificantly lower on all measures of socioeconomic siatus, including
family income, father's occupation, and father's education. While
half the students enrolled in two-year Aransfer curricula are from
middle-class families, less than 20 percent are from working-Class
families. In vocational programs, however, only a %uarter of the stu-
dents are from middle-class backgrounds, while over a third are
from working-class families (Zwerling, 1974).

Cognitive and Noncognitive Development. By the time they
get to college, stitdents have already developed in both cognitive
and -noncognitive directions. An.,example of this development is the
profile just described. Behavioral scientists Who are optimistic about
human potential for fundamental change see this development, not
as a limitation, but as a starting poirt (Berger and Luckman, 1966).
The learning that takes place in schools, the workplace,. and through
the effects of mediasecondary socializationi.s portrayed as having
the potential for overcoming the primary socialization of early .

family ex;,,eriences (Birren, 1964). Consciousness-raising efforts that
.result in the taking on by adults of nontraditional sex roles are one
instance of this potential for overcoming the early learning of pri-
mary socialization. Other behavioral scientists, however, consider
that early and continuing socialization experiences in the family
persist into adulthood, so ,. that everything learned after a person's
early years stands in some continuous relationship to the past. In-
deed, this primacy of family environment is the outstanding mes-
sage of both the Coleman Report (Coleman and others, 1966) and
Christopher Jencks' Inequality (Jencks and others, 1972), two
major studies of the impact of the 'secondary socialization that
occurs in sChools. From such research ,as this, we have learned-ihat
collev-age students are as they are largely because of cognitive and
noncognitive development occurring exclusive of their contact with
the educational system. Schools are seen as receiving students with
yemendous variation on all kinds of characteristics affecting their.
'itrogress through school, inch) .g the cognitive trait of measured
intelligence. Nol, --)gnitive tra.ts, such as achievement motivation

r-rI
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,

? maintain theirs (Boudon, 19173). In these terms, truck drivers' chil-
;,,
--"' dren. might vant to become computer programers, teachers'

children Might want to become lawyers, and lawyers' children
might want to become lawyers. This is not because truck drivers'
children have less impetus to excel than. la,.ers' children; they .may1.).

well have the same amount. In&ed, it co d be argued that truck
drivers' children aspiring to become lawyers would be evincing a
great deal more achievement motivation than lawyers' children with

.

the same career goal. Ambitiori, as defined by career goals, would'
have to be im,ersely rda(ed to.social class in iirder for all students
children Of plumbers as we:: as children of scientiststo want to
become, fen- example, physicians. And- we kruiw: ihat such aspira-
tions are positive:y related tt class.

Educational Ambition. The niost disiOvantaged students.
. entering our system of higlwr education are -Often thought to be

those t, ith low educational and occupational' career 'aspirations.
These career goals vary in such a way that those born into a less
favored place in the social structure end up in a less favored place,
just as those with more fortunate origins maintain their relative ad-
vantage In this respect, "cultural disadvantage" is indeed a reality.
Ihm such a static situation comes about is best explained by a vaii-
ab1e that mediates the et:ect of class orjgins on career goals. This
mediating variable is the influence of a student's "significant

the impetas to excei (McClellandAtkinson, Clark, and Lowell,
1953; McClelland, 1961)- along with implementary values such as
internal control (the belief one c( ntrols his environment), are like-
wise understood to) have developed in the context of the family.
The finding of the Coleman Report . that internal control explained
more difference in student achievement than did any school re-
source (Mosier ler and Moynihan, 1972) prompted some researchers
to conclude rhat schools are marginal institutions and to suggest
boarding schools as a way to equalize student achievement.

Internal control is it good example of the kind of noncogni-
tive development with which schools begin. Positively related to
social class (Kluckhohn, 1950; Rosen, 1956), internal control is an
implementarv value of achievement motivation: In order for
achievement motivation to make any,difference in behavior, it must
be aecOmpitoied by a sense of internal control. That those near the
bottom of the s(cial structure perceive thernsekes as having little
control over their environment is not surprising. Neither is it sur-
prising that, jus.t as those neat the bot torn of the class structure will
want to) improve their statuses, those near the top will want to
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others" (parents, peers, teachers, and guidance counselors) on the
student's aspirations. If the influence of class were paramount, one
would predict that students from working-class backgrounds would
be encouraged to pursue traditional working-class occupations and
educational levels hy these significant others, and consequently dis-

,
couraged from pursuing somewhat higher goals. This dbes happen,
though not to the extent anticipated. Increasing evidence points to
the major influence of ability on the encouragement of both teach-
ers (Williams, 1976) and guidance counselors (Rehberg and Hotch-
kiss, 1972; Rehberg and Rosenthal, 1976) in secondary schools.

, Class does exert an effect on significant others'.encouragement, but
this effect is strongest on parents and peers,' whtise influence on
aspirations is considerable: It is double that of teachers.

Much has been writ ten about the importance of ambition in
explaining differences in how far a student goes in school (Sewell,
Haller, and Strauss, 1957; Rehberg, 1967; SeWell and Shah, 1968;
Sewell and Hauser, 1972; .Rehberg and Hotchkiss, 1974; Picou and
Carter, 1976; Spencer, 1976; Shea, 1976; Rehberg and Rosenthal,
in press). And whether ambititm is identified as' educational and
occupational aspiration level, career goals, achievement motivation,
or the impetus to excel, it goes a long way toward-accounting for
differences in now far one goes in school. The disadvantage accruing
.from low socioeconomic status is explained largely by low educa-
tional and occupational aspiration levels, aspirations influenced by
peers and parents who themselves are affected by social class.
Owing to class background effects, students want different amounts
of schooling. This is a persistent .effect of .class.origins., despite the
fact that schools, at least through the ability-based advice of teach-
ers and counselors, act independently or student Origins. Giver the
limited rmmber of high-status occupations, the strain on the exist-
ing social order would be great if all students had similarly high
career aspirations. Some mechanism for lowering these aspiratiOns
would seem necesszfrgy in order to prevent high levels or mass dis-

°satisfaction. And tiiis is where the second part of this article begins:
the ;mpact on s'udent progress or two-year colleges.

how schools affect student progress

The idea that educational institutions that are relatively un-
selective in ailmissions have as a major purpose the lowering of stu-
dent aspirations, was described fifteen years ago by Burton R. Clark
(1960) in an article based on the experience of San Jttse City Co1 -
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lege in California. 'It appeared that students who on entrancc,
wanted to pursue the transfer curriculum at San Jose ended up by
terminating their educations in vocational curricula. A Process de-
scribed as "cooling out" was delineated, which involved the struc-
tured lowering of initial _ambitions to conform more closely with
student aptitudes and achievement Was- Throggh this process.,..stw......
denti were ultimately convinced they did not want tabecome pro-
fessional and managerial workers anyway, so they ended 'their
educatiOns, satisfied tc; become clerical, sales, and technical work-
ers, secure in the knowledge that they had only themselves to
blame. By means of counseling and guidance efforts aimed at lower-
ing aspirations, students were made to realize that they had been
given an equal opportunity for high-status occupations, but, be-
cause they *did not meast,q up ito academic standards, they had
failed while others succeeded. "Failures" transferred to terminal
vocational programs by the beginning of the second year, and'sac-
cesses" transferred to four-year colleges at the end of the second
year. 1

The existence of this cooling-mit process implicitly assumes
several points to be examined here. These assump:ions are: (1) that-
students have uniformly 11;gh aspirations; (2) that there is a need for
a cooling-out mechanism; (3) that those identified as being cooled
out have no desire to be; and (4) that both educators aild educa-
tional pleners intend that things work this way.

First, from evidence cited earlier in this essay, it is clear that
students simply do not have uniformly high aspiration levels. Over a
decade of social mobility, research has told us that student aspira-
tions vary positively with soda! class, and that those entering two-
year colkges have lower aspirations than those °entering four-year
colleges. So what is there to cool out?

Second, the(existence of a cooling-out process assumes the
necessity for a mechanism that makes students blame themselves
for their own,failure to get a high-status occupation. But blame for
personal failure does not need an explanation such as the cooling-
Out process: It is already adequately explained as a function of the
well-documented and virtually universal emplvasis on the individual
nature of success and failure in our culture (Wylie, 1954; Wohl,
194; Lynn, 1955; Chinoy, 1955; Berger, 1960; Thernstrom,
1964).

Third, it Is assumed that students identified as ltrtering their
career goals so do somewhat unwillingly, in a spirit of resignation to
their failure to perform as well as other students. Cooling .out could
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be construed as an Uleed socialization experience because it makes
people 'want (or aspiry to) what they must have, as determined by

. the relative availability of various levels of work. But it could also
be argued that students, hecause of socioeconomit variation in their
career goals, alreadylvant what tlre must have. Also, the appear-

__ .ance of lowered aspirations as deserib'ed in the cooling-out process
might be explained differently: as it is;-the fact of registration in a
tra,nsfer curriculum is immediately interpreted as evidence of some-
thing more than just a pc:pular or acceptable thing to do. From

What we know altout the discrepancy betweencattitude and behav-
ior, however, we might conclude that .,39 initial registration in .a
transfer curriculum or two thl-ds of the two-year college entrants
may have little to do with what the cventually.intend to hapPen.
That is, ip the same way students sometimes state acceptably high
career goals, they may tend to register in an acceptably high-status
program. r d tletslses their subsequent registration in a terminal
program Tu. hing .11` .1' than bringing their behavii:r closer to their
original intent. A final point of contention about the assumption
"that those being eimled out .do not desire it is Jerome tiarakf's
(1972) somewhat dated contention, in his review of the coulingout
process, that students themselves are not pressuring institutions for
occupational- training programs. Yet students ore., demanding more
marketable skills, Maybe not immediately on entering college, but
perhaps after minimal exposure to information about the labor
market. Of course, any effort to apprise studeqts of labor market
needs-may be misconstrued as part of the :attempt to cool out po-
tential transfer stwlents.

Fourth, the term "ctmling out," given its origins in descriP:
tions or the befra'tior or hustlers at c.arnivals, who take ;,if they can

.

get away with horn cu,romers, assumes the conscious intent olgiv-
ing the cheated customer a prie just adequate to prevent hiin from
concluding he has been cheatc4 notion of ar, educational plan-
ning.elite consciously pro 1mo_ing 1.7x cool ing-1 nit mechanism in two-
year colleges is vaguely analogous to the c nsc iffits motives wrongly
iniputed_to academicians by Clark in his original specification of
cooling out. Karabel, in reassessing tht; co(4ing-out proces, criti-
cized Clark's analYsis that.the structured lower:lig of ambitions to
confOrm more closely witli academic perhmnaiwe emerges out of a
conflict between academic standards and unselective admissions tfri-
teria. The existence of a coi;:i,ig-tit process, that is, does not re-
quire that educators intend .t lo occur as a way or maintaining

t .-.academic standards. It is sufficient that large numbers of students
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have aspiratitms th,it cannot be ilecommodated by an occupational
structure -that is narrow at the top. Karabel explains that cooling
out was _not consciously devised by prdessors, or anyone for that
matter,Thut that it just developed out of the discrepancy between
student aspirations and occupational-opportunities. So even if Com-
mitment to high academic standards were to be abandoned (a it
may have been-latclv), cooling out -would persist.

As I have argued, I donot believe a cooling-out mechanism
needed; but that the process thus described occurs naturally, he
cause of the ab.sence of uniformly high aspiratioris among students,
the already pervasive belief in the individual nature of failure or suc-
cess, and the lack of convincing evidence that students do prefer
transfer.to vocational curricula and actually intend to pursue a four-
year degree; on entering a two-year college. But even if a cooling-out
process were needed, actual intention to cool out does not have to
be`invoked in die case of faculty any more than it does in the case
of educational planners. It is simply not necessary to attribuie to
cchicational planning elites, midi as the Carnegie Commission on
I higher EducatiOn and the state boards of regents who design educa-

.,
tional master plans, the motivation of keeping the individual success
and lemocratic opportunity ideology intact by encouraging the
expansion of two-year colleges.

At least two alternative explanations for the-expansion of
education at the twolear level arc obvious: First, the expansion of .

education' at the two- level may be seen as a rational resp'onsc
on the -part of Mile tion:t1 planners ru projections of the expansion
of Imvcr-leve1 work, for which two-yeap colleges prepare studcnts.
Second. it is -plans that, planning elites, realizing some bf the
same things the Pre. ident's Science Advisors' Cordmittee on Youth
(Colemari and othe 1974) also realized, have decided to bring
youth closet to t ditional family socialization influences, and see,
the expansion of education at the level of two-Year commuter col-
leges as a way to do this. Both these explanations will be considered-

. in greater detail in subsequent sections of this article, on the hidden
curriculum and career socialization, respectively.

San Jose 'City College in 1960the one Clark studied,and the
basis for his "cooling-out" ideamay mit have too much to do with
two-year c011eges in the mid-1970s. Furthermore, since it is evident
that the expensive curricula arc terminal curricula (Morsch, 1971),
two-year colleges, facing rediu (ions in funding would be expected
to channel students into the liberal arts. Also, colleges need all the
students the; can get to preyent additional cutbacks in funding. /
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Such contemporary conditions as this favor liberal to; programs,
which are inexpensive and abs(itih large enndIments.

Tt) conchide, by focusing on a prepions Sit lit ill 1 stnie-
tured inequality in which .svorking-class students were chanwilcd
away from four-year colleges and hi,ih-status careers and into two
year collews and l0wer-statu5 oectipatiiins, thi. proponents of the
Idea of the cooling-out pnicess ignore the present lass slrin4gle for,
mobility that is taking place in higher education between loilf-year'
liberal arts students and terminal two-year voeation.ilsindents.
ing, the 1-960s, when an increasirg number of children ()I' upp(r-
middle-class origins were "dropping out" of the established reward
system, with its prolessional.and managerial career patterns, sotne
working-elass students were willing to st:ty in the educational SVS-

-----tern. lOng enough to gain access to the kinds (if upper-middle-class
careers traditionally reserved for the children (,1 the tyncr-inidd11::
class (Berger, .1971). Working-class students are taking available
work againthis time, not because .upper-middlc-class university

+students have decided to drop out of the systent. bcci)min,4
wardly mobile voluntarly. but because the systelll 5 dnpping them
out. As predicted by Alexander Delfini (1,969), higher educ.iticol
may become the locus (+I a class transformation in \vhich the chil-
dren of affluent Upper-middle-class professional and nyin.,i,eri,itl
workers will be displaced by technical workers from vorking-class
backgrminds who become increasinglyrimportant with advances in
technology. The professu.nal and: managerial work tbat four-year

-studews used to be guaranteed is .no longer expanding (Braverman,
1964; Freeman and llolloman, 1975). One example of this is the
--academic profession, which is a casualty of at least two hirees: (1)

the decrease in the birth rate after 1957, causing smaller enroll-
ments, and (2) the high number of children born during the popula-
tion boom of the late 1940S and early 1950s vbi) were educated to
the level of the doctorate. Students are becoming overquahlied for
available work. As this crisis deeper.s, more people will .he needed in
the human services, especially in ;he areas of therapy (to lp-lp pen-
ple adjust to the frustration of underemploym('nt) and recre ttion
(to help people compensate for their undertitili/attim at work). Al-
though the largest labor marktt growth aieas arc ill such smiee
ois.cupations, which are least subject to 1..11c c...cets of automation,

4additional slots in the occupational structure vill be occurring at
the levei of technical and clerical workthe kinds (d'wt,rk for
which two-year college tin'-minal vocational pnigrams prepare stu-
dentssuch as the medical and data technologies and two-year

V
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accounting degrees. Witb two-vear vocational students from werk-
ing-class backgrounds employed at their level of education and four-
ygar liberal arts grailuates frommiddle-class hack.grounds under-
employed, tbe cooling-out function attributed to two-year colleges
should be reconsidered. ,

Despite the outcries agairm terminal programs (such as Riess-
man, 1972; Zwerling, 1976), most of which are grounded in the'
cooling-out explanation.the overriding impression one is left with,:
after studying the evidence, is that two-year students being pre-
pared for entry-level work may not be arsuch a disadvantage, rel
tive to many..liberal arts' graduates with Inachelor's degree. Indee ,

the student with the greatest advantage may be the twii-vear voca-
tional student with a bachelor's degree: A more marketable combi
nation is difficult to imagine.

colleges as facilitators of student progress

This reconsideration of the cnoling-out process should not be
construed as a conservative denia!' of a hidden function of-higher
educit ion. In no way does this suiggest things are working in a prop-
crly Pgalitarian manner. Certainly the aspirations of terminal four:

allege students are being frustrated. They are not maintaining' !
their social positions, even if two-year students are relatively int-
proving theirs. This analysis, while portraying two-year terminal.
programs more positive!, than is suggested by the "Cooling.out."' :
explanation, also admits two class-related influences: (I ) -the pre-:
viously discussed development of noncognitive traits during primary'
socialization, and (2) the effect of the educational etirricubun an ,
noncognitive traits of students, to be discussed hereafter.

The Hidden .Curriculum. A prominent feature of education.is
the hidden curricidum, a term that refers quite broadly 't curric4,
lum stn. cture rather than to content (Illich, 1971). Whik the con-
tent of what is being taught. as defined by subject matter,, is i17,

obvious charm terstic of the curriculum, the structure of what is
being taught is not as obvious. This structure involves the kiipi of
traits that get emphasizedwhether they be docility and obedience,
or initiative and indepen&neewhile the cunieulum content is
being tatight. In addition to the Way crissroom learning is ,struc-
tured, the way the educati,ncal institution itself is structureditaalso
of interest. One reason for the nature of the hidden curriculum in
both classrooms and educational institutions is that. i't mirrors the
organization ot work (Gintis, 1971; Bowles and Giutis, i976;
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1975e). In terms of this explanation, educational institutions are
hdd to reinforce those traits that are first emphasized at home
(Kohn, 1969), then reinPreed in schm)I, and finally required at
v..ork: In a working-class high sch(ml, the traits ')f obedience, docil-

and subordination xvould be emphasized. in a middle-class high
schoOl, traits such as indepoidence, attionomy, and initiative would
,be emphasized. The same traits would be emphasized in, respec-
tivdy, a non-college preparatory classroom and a college prepara-

,..tory classroom in the same schtutl. This prediction l.i made on the
assumption. ;hat socialization in high schools will anticipate sociali-
:zation emphases in both the higher educational institutionsand the
workplaCes students event ually cm:minter. In the case of higher
education, it has been shown that the hidden curriculum of two-
year .eolkgcs, conmareo that four-year colleges, typically in-
vplves fewer grading optwas, more stringent clas: attendance re-
quirements, and less permissive social regulations (Binstock,.19-70).
(It is my impression that the employees at two-year colleges,
notably the faculty, ace also .subjected lo much more rigid control
than-those doing i(Ientica! work at four-year institutions.) The ma-

, son for these'differences in the hidden curriculum is the kinds of
Work for'which these instithnions have always prepared st.udents:
lower-level clerical and technical work for two-year graduates, and
.professional,and maNigeriill work for four-year graduates. Which is
to say'ttL:t, just as independence, discretion, and judgment are re-
quited for success among professionals and managers, lower-level

z,

.work reqmires i-t)cdience, punctuality, and conformity.
The Merrtain :-npact of Education. A very serious problem

with -the sociahz.ation for work explanation is the uncertain impact
ok education on noilcognitive development. It appears that the
effects of schooling can be cy:--tained. almost entirely when enough
student . body characzcristics arc taken into account (Astin and
Pano$,' 1969; Feldman and Newcomb, 1970; Jencks and others,'

..1972). An increasing proportion of students beginning their educa-
'./ dons ,enroll in two-Year rather than four-year institutions, partly

bec atse Hf state miter plans and partly because the .rate
rettirn to fou ,:ear graduates on their educations is declining

(Freepan ant. Ifoitomon, 1975; Freeman, 1975;1976). Given the
C1a s background of Ric'. students, whether twoyear institutions
'411.ti have any. impart' on their n:mcognitive development is question-

') bI4 A whple body of research demonstrates alat schooling merely
differenceetjerMng from early family socializa-

...tion.'11;his is fde, ip order ,for.the 'scializtition said to go on in

-I
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educational institutions to have any effects, it would have to cor-
respond closely to early socializat Li m. For example, students would
have to be from working-class backgrounds in order f,u- the hidden
curriculum of two-year college's to reinforce and extend preexisting
traits. It would not work with upper-middlc-class students, because
traits emphasized in upper-middle-class homes such as initiative,
independence, an(l questioning of authority, could not be rein-
forced or extended in an eduCati(mal institution structured in such
a way that subordinance and Obedience are emphasized instead.

Social Mobility. The static nature ef the class structure sug-
gested by this reinforcement ed workplace requirements.in schools
may be combined with rapidly accumulating evidence foun social
mi)bility research (for example, Rehberg and Rosenthal, 1976) that
a high school graduate's social class origins are quite strongly related
to the student's future occupational status, as indicated by enroll-
ment in a four-year or two-year college or no college at' all. Al-
though this fairly strong relationship can bc explained partially by
pointing to somc combination of educational and occupational
aspirations and opportunities, a contributing explanation is that
parents, in the socialization of their children, emphasize traits re-
quired of themselves in the workplace (Kohn, 1969), which are
reinforced in the schools thcir children end up attending (Binstock,
1970; Bowles and Gintis, 1975; Shca, 1975a), and ultimately re-
quired in thc work thcy end up doing (Gintis, 1971). By this line of
reasoning, very rew students would name experiences that would
change their traits. All influences would reinforce and extend pri-
mary.socialization rather than attempting to modify early learning.

A major problem with this worker trait analysis is that it
negates the possibility of individual social mobility, and this is a
fact that must be addressed. The proliferating literature on the
attainment of status in industrialized societies shows that individual
success is a function of traits on which schools may have little
causal effect. Cognitive traits, such as measured intc:ligence or
grade-point average, while good predictors of success in school, are
only fair prcdictors of occupational status, and are rather poor pre-
dictors of. the huge range of economic success within most occupa-
tions. Noncognitive traitstraits that schools ,cern, at most, to
extend and reinforceappear th ... lost likely causatiYe factors in
economic succcss. But these traits go badly measured and many go
unidentified.

Career Socialization. As industrializatic has; proceededa
greater difff!rentiation of occupational and educationid levels has

8 1
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occurred. At the same time, many educative functions of the family
were takeu over by the educatiooal system. w her.: youth have come
to spend increasing amiurts ot time stratified by age. In such envi-
ronments, the potential is great for peer sociali/ation of each other
in directions that art largely independent II he influence of adults.
This was especiall\ t ident throughout tlw past decade. First, be-
cause of the high birth rate throughout the 1950s, the ratio of
youth to parents and teachers increased. Second, the period youth
spend in educational institutions isolated from the influence uf
adults also increased. The increase in the ratio of sociali/ed to
socializers combined with the illerC:It'd Vcars spent in school, had
as a major result the developnwnt of a Youth culture. Although this
culture was transitional for the large age colnirts of youth passing
through it, its activism was a significant event of the 1960s. The
Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee, in
their report, Youth: Transition to Adulthood (Coleman an(l others,
1974), made many proposals that would have the effect of bringing
'youth back under the traditional influence of adults. All of these
proposals had to do with ending the separation of youth from
adults, mainly through the earNer introduction of youth to work
'environments. The behavior of youth, under the conservatizing
influence of adult members of the established social order, would
thus be moderated in a way it was not during the 1960s.

A policy recommendaticm implicit in 'his report; as well as in
state master plans and Carnegie Commission recommendations, is
that the isolation of youth from the influence of parents or em-
ployers be reduced. And how is this reduction to be accomplished?
An obviour soluti9p would involve expanding tWo-year colleges,
which are; commuter colleges. Student activism in the 1960s did not
occur very often on two-year campuses (Lombardi, 1968; Shea,
1973). A significant reason was the immediate influence of du; stu-
dent's family. since an ever-increasing pr(portion of entering col-
lege students will be enrolled in commuter colleges (70 per(ent by
the year 2000, according to to Carnegie Commission projection,
1970), an increasing pro)ortion of yiwth will remain under the
influence of adults for longer periods of time. The classical patt etn
of student activism in industrially developing countries, where edu-
cational Aevelopment surpasses industrial development, is for over-
educated students to participate in radical activity, partially lk.cause
they cannot be absorbed in tht_ labor force. The expansion of edtf-
cation at the two-year level, in addition, to providitig youth wiikthe
coniinuing close influence of adults, will provide another mode?at-.
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ing influence: It -A-ill prevent the radicalizing effect of the lag be-
tween economic and cducaliona! deyelopment. Overeducated stu-
dents. besides being underutilized and disappointed, are also, in
terms of the hidden corri( ilium explanation described earlier, being
asked not to make usc I traits. such as autonomy and initiative,
that they have had to practice to some extent in onkr to complete
a colle education.

Research sug....ests Ihat (1) development during late adoles-
cence depends on the support of peers for solutions (Katz, Korn,

Nladison. Singer. laizof). Levin. and Sanford, 1968; Duncan,
Haller, and Polies, 19681: 12) extracurrit ular activities provide
opportunities for peer group interaction and consequent influence;
and (3) to the extent college e:spernnce changes attitudes at all,
more changes occur during the first two tlun the last two Years
(Milton aml Shoben. 1968). From the persin, L& ofrsilization,
the existence of large puilhatiuns (if students in two.veir rather
than four-year colleges means less partkipation tn extracurricular
activities. Reasons for this low particioation rate include: (1) Com-
intit,ittu students spend little time on campus after their classes are.
over. (2) hecaase st;idents drop out. the turnover iu the student
bide is great between the first and second years. making continuit,,
in activities almost impossible, and (31 pri:liabilitie> are high of out-
side employ mcnt and student oblioati4lis it onw (('aillen, 1969;
Monroe, 1972). It seems reasii!Oie to conclude that tile lower
involvement of two-vear students in activities may minimize what-
ever noncogniti%e impact the edneational itilhieui nuy have on atti-
tudes and values: And the saln i. peer influence th<tt limited educa-
tional aspirAtions in the tirst place stands a better chance of
persisting if students commute to ulas.es and lk e at home. This peer
influence will not he int.. upted by either .1 residential tollet4e ervi-
rontnent or extensk t parti. !nation in extra( turiculdr actiYinc.

assessing the prowess of community college students

Pit N1111,11 pit V.41 Css I t lhi students an .6.4

assessed in se% etal wI s. Fitst, to the e4tent they' h,ne bccit ti'll-
cated bey ond the !eye! uf their pAtents. and ate cniplyvcd at .1 Ct rn
paratively highcrstatus occupation.,theY [early experience. opwatel

Althimgh much of this mav he s;ructural (that is, every-
ioe eke from t.imilar backgrounds ism)ving to.,), the sub-.

jective e,:yenence of progress ts lwrsonally meaning IL And thisis
true even though the edt, 'iondl qualifications rxckd the.actual
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requiremeflts ()f the work (edm ational inflatiutl). and even tilleugh
the wurk may he at the same timc !unit ccl higher status represent-.
ing tile shift {rum a blue-ceillar to a white-collar econnmy-
iovtt paving tihili 1.1CiniV w(uk. Seoendly, \,,ratimhd s
dents are being prepared tor a\ atlable %v(,rk that they vill actually
be doing, and this seems pfficutially inure gra :tying, than either
being prepared fur work fur which there is flu demand eer nut being
prepared for wurk at 111. A study uf terminal

ql Ai and triutster prugrams (Futgev, end
their educations el twn-.,ear trander pnetjams shin\ aat, iii
terms 1 self-rep,,,ted rk sa..kt,u tiun. while ee.cr (me ed the
vueatinn.d students said cF\ sAtH.n.(1.- (ink 7 pet( ent id the
tr msfer majnrs said so. 1!,, htle 4 per«.nt ci vot ittetici students
retaerted dissatisfaction kitit titcir wutk, (ier hall the terminal.
transfer students repnrted sue h AS I In' In.r-
rnits smut assessment ni the pi( iress (nnunt(:),t\ I ()lit Audctr.s
potentially experient e.

Ve kncw that rcononlit 'tic( hv dilfuttnrcs in
111C11.5 1nt:(011('5 ) IS' altui ted Ilunk uonn nu 01,01 c()(411i1nt'

variAble`+, .,)II1(1 that iiih there has nrcll II( ) ( )0( crn'd tilurt
to sultialite students huVund cugnitn e leuning. studettt, dee iet
soda'. ell in se. hnnls, Ian lel the r \tent Id reinInte ing.pre-
existin differemes (jemks and nthels, l972). Attempts to nrient

"curriculum tetward the deelopment uf capacities tie dual with pcu-
pie rather titan just ideas May hae the elte, t nf gking twuv:.ar
students an adNantage ccir their ,clinetparts in 1,.m.-% car insIlln
tiOnS, k% wnl' All their trIlphA),; ()II III(' ,Ind 1(111 CS*. ILI\ t.

the majnr dice!. (); eat hirl',; students w 1() ltAtn. hilt in s.

that cmplovs ('nly Ira( tiler) eel .dnlet\ 1.en th..11,411 this
tee manipulate abstrat futilities .,id\ emu trnth

knosAli e,c1,11),..; thu,11IN I a% I(); lut)S)i,
we continue tu le\ ei-emphaye the (.11\clitinnal
indicaturs eet pf hirt !, sk WIC(
indiCatMS (If pr(r4tr',' nrli, it. 1111,1C 1:sch,1 III 111C,INtlf 111.W

echicatiun facilitates end. pregtess.
In 1933, KAtherine Dem\ orth, Preside tef the Anwrt6

Association of junn ii C.,hvgcs, in an .ir, iii the If tin'e

junior declared, "Wr when tH'e 44(sa n V , teach
c.tiqueite and good taste. in pet, nal grueiming. lVe shall habituate

81
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Qttlti ptast sh III impart the fundamental,. ot 11\ 12,ienic living"
is, 19:;9, p. SI. N,t since Inc orl,2,inAl orielita-

tt (,-% ear in th(. I() retleAted iii this
HT,

1 tlw 'ii t, (lc\ clopment (d the peison
ra:11, tr, In. th, mind Ai%((1 so wAliv Ao;icrett. strategies .IS pro-
posed in .1(-(-(Ai! it)? I.earn(,%,r. h K. Litril. i.1 (:ross (1)7(;), including
-int(11)(1,,.11.11 skills." 4.1(..,Itiin,4 abolit pe(ple I rotti pcople," and

111.jh'r Minn..' This plan to devise-Hsu

A.s to (h.\ clop these t1.1115 111 tVatt-,-car conetzt'S by
11,111'4 Il1111.1(1111,11.11 111r11111(IS tIt'%Ist'd 1111_111.111V
stiiiltnis sc(11,. ,dt't 'Mk(' t, pi ti,it ont14es tau do to
,tnjtihtit, /. .11.,1111e t'ss. it NIlt It ICA( !ling stiatA.Azies

(10/ NII( ( 1111, till' 'III .1%.11iIm th( se ( Al. 'ties Ica dealim; (vith
(iN ( et lain t)) (onti,ihntt 1,) .,ttIdetitS* tature.

vont k lit I, +min( C. tiii, 11 all at 1 tallpt Ut \ cl«,111t't EdlICatli )11 has
tIsCii 111.1111.Hk tall the tuai 11.1112 td- t 4,2,11111\ skills, 'this is.

inohald% lit, \Alien it had ,i11\ 1116t. :2,11111% t: 11111).01 At
tin tnerel e\ tended (Aist itiL; elitterences. Ilin(tv,it_i\e teaching
could II,Re Itt impa( t on sit:dents like nodule( the traditional arts
and ( it 11111111 (111(11trd to%tard 141adnate sTh has had.

trtv./A (rot bi...ttircetvlilly taught itt sellw,ls, But that
a%\ iii 1/11/1C111(11I.1111111.

..1% s. Idt'alk It\ (,-1. ear la e%;dilate sttl-
tIt'Ilt' 111 IC/ Ills Ibr Nt11(1111t 4S personal., :ind,
( Alec!. ohit, tkes ratite- onit 111 terms III Lzrad( s and ;i1t1111(In
Litt'. I Ile t*Nst 4.t11 rill t 1111 ,t/h Wit; 411 hieenicnt has re-
sulted OA' icp-i led 1,idnic prov,rams,

II, 111111 I 1( k in1A1( , ;(11..;.e des. clopment. Indeed, the
,11( ksion the (...1( ni III II, (It( not make much

(11:1(.1t .111\ t1t...1:1,11: I) es in school
s I 1.111. t ,,n sindcilt itIllflIe n ;1-rlilil

"t l" HI'', It k Ii !it kilt to demonstrate
is related to .mv thing(LC

it ..:tdt do s wit seem
itt«11. s-i, c\Atitttle.

1()7., I I, k ( I 4,11t 411.c ;!;:!, cs ifl ( ..A,Aittie per-
I""li.ti" "tilt "IIC IIIIft ICI "I 11(''\ allaiP111 Ut lilt ttIlle, the

d it% k and nippy,. died mut-
( Ctoss tl');t;, 15) c(ut4drs: chieve-,_
mild in the tratlit: 1flatt (11111i 11111nt is MO OW hat II" !Ater sticcet;s. 1
sii,p,ct, howl:\ er, hilt It'af 11111'4 hi .it ill('C Ind 14) t al) oil ()rte.'s
1est tal.P..nts !TLC, hat( ,11..11 dr:d 11/ (b1 tyttil 411(1
pci hap,. o.Ith ti.
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Therefore, until we have improNed specification of what it is
that causes somc ncople suet ced in m.(1161..111.4 more if What is
valued in this society, whether this invokes sell-luifillincnt IllatC-
rial a)quisition, we will do well to ,Aperiinent ClCal cly \yith cur-
:4:11hr reform. Caurit ular 11(.1 isions made on the basis of assess-
ments of student prugress nonct-nitive dimensions should he
made cautiously, however.. given our lack of indicators of noncogni-
tiye deelopment. .3stul iniprovcmcnt in the measurement of non-
eo\sinitive traits is rclitlit'ed Lefore the clic:LAIN cnr.; SUL h innova-
tions i, ;ht,:e prescribed hv Cro.s can hc

V*Vcrtinic,-;. in the Iasi anal% sis. the dt.,ti& itt qatus rather
than am change ill thy ,111(1,-:11 111.11., flint (Mt 14) he the 111.,,t imp Ii
tant he' of. education. And this is tine krtt twil-vt'ar Ut/lh44es,
thronv,h innovatiNe teatilino. Sint t.-Ccd the kinds of

:noncogniti% e skills. that help Cphain Stu-Cuss in e occultations,
, such as tuanagint, leading, negotiatinv pe lalat1W2 entertaining,
41.upervisin-, and instructing. Of what utility arc such skills if the
work two-year raduateS enter di tes tt permit the e\pression of
these skills? "the status i)1 bein,4 a u",..\car rather than a four-vear
graduato h;'s to do with iicress to essentially different .kinds of
work. This solild be kept in mind when ;is:essing the rclatke prt,g-
ress of t Wo-vcar students.
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How ,,of's a .1.4.(t-s.i.ar colligr earn tlu right
to rail it wl corn Pi: 111.1 V Cta.col a11(1 prrlftrinairce

,1??,1 "!,.(wir'. Ibc
It' idlit bccu Itievedi

assessi_ng service to the
communit}4 from the

perspective of-society

Service to the ,.communit \ has becn
two-year cu1lee since it. origin 41 the ad..
ideal Of esten dirr.:(educat lona! ppiii
of the tflt,t1 popli1,1114)11 ,, p4)..ihly 11,1. ut. ,

devel4V/Icnt of the twit-vcar whik.

'Jane mats )11

in the &incept of ths.
of this( emu\ . 1-he

I. in

ant fa( tor in the
this s.is an underlying

purpose. it s..implement Ali( iiii h.r.., ii, it kept pa, e cii h the Lir, iActh either
in enrollment or ilr 1Iumbcr of institutions of the two-v6i- uilleges.
Their Onssnioms w(te comfortably filled. even : ugh 1 11-1.- zange of
curricular of ferings. of ten reflected ;., somewhat restricted raiNe of

...edlicational iN,111a..init i:d purpose was pert eked a. facilitating thr
aehieveMent Id baecalaweate (levee educat it in f-..r those in the( .im-
rnutaify who wished t., pursue that goal. Close .i.'s existed with the

It
public-supported K-12 systems (f' edue,ation% id served asa founi,tit-
Cam u the funding and implementation. o ostscc4Indary erhica...

: -..-tiori opportunities. The title of junillr tplleg,r" was used to de-
: fine the majOr focus of the ilstitution on thci curricurum of the first

two:year§ of the traditional four-vear institutions. ,/
Ntw Direct.roft for Comm nay College;, 1844rorifr 1977:
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broadening the basg

.i`, not until ht rt a risin:2, dcmand for the c\tc,ision
of educational opportunity to those rptolncerilcd with baecalaure-

\nte degrees thal the two-year t irricular offerings expanded
into the occupational or ational area. Ilik became particularly
signihcant when it was that the support for thc local
two,year college came from all , IS, tio MIC of whom were un-
willing to settle lot lc,Ill 1 onl\ !,,r 1 linnied propor-
tion of 'ht.' popul kin. At the saint! time, those int olved in the
industrial and commercial operations in the s-ommunity perceived
the two-y.ear cplle,e as po iing an Itpportunity to enh.aice the
economic welfalc of the conniumizy tlitough programs designed for
preservire and inst.-mkt- prrparat it m i1 essent 1,4 workers:

The broader connmmity dimensions of the two-year college
are (tf rm we recent origin. While the vision of the two-year culiet;e as
a more broadly based community.agencv was seen early in it his-
tory by some far-sight ed,!tbserv<.5s of the scene, the actual efforts at
implementation an t ducational ipstitption selling the tmtire
community have been emphasized only within the pa'st decade and-
a half. .Fhe evoluti, in of the community,colluge has been dcscrib,ed
in three stage7,.-each of v hich reflects t specific focus leading,

.dly, to an integrated community-based cducatio.,a1 institutinn
,essing arid meeting the needs.of the entire pcpulatiun seRed by

the pNit teal entity r-sponsikle for tlw college.
In the first stage (1850-192(f), the major foci's was on provid-

ing a program of stPdy that led to transfer to a four-year institu-
tion. The second stage (1920-19 45) brought the intro(luction of
ot ctipAtimoJ.1 pr,i,rams that added a new dimension to public-
supported postset.-ondarY education. In -tbe third statte,..beginifing
about 1945, t1le -,ncept of the institution as !I co'nununity nency
sen!ing the entire population dc%eloped. :!1 the need for a
ct 'mph o! enrdering (If %,ithin the insritl::,on (Thtornton,
1960,gp.. -16.53).

Suit e the addition l)f the community dimen.. imten.
6,1 tor the dech pmern of t ommunit% -related p-ogpins has in'-
creased in-geometric j'. tttJtitiS. Once the commitment is made to
seri-ng the, total comtnunity, the potential %ariety :;of offerings is
al-most linuitecs. the ollege becomes one of many community
agencies %%Wow responsibility is et) contribute its (Mil Unique capa-
bilities and'res,uprcePs to hiagmentint; and enriching the organiza-
timntal :tructure uf tip: conlaiu,nit, by which it moves towArd its
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goals of scRin.,4 the Attni,,n huill ii hi i 1111 11 i

infotmall within its bywidalics.
The I 96(4:, sa,- a p1,11men.if ,:1 ..1 ,t,!-

ricula in the 1%.o- ear 1 olie4e,
t() c(mIniunit v intercq And ii -111114111. III, 1,, . P.11w74 it

was es,.incattal that ah( int 1 ; pet( ( nt (if tl t. ot I \\
(ollev.e studept., 1.0(r),75:i1 \\ (le cowl!, d I!) All 01 t OM!

trOt4rani. \ 971) t he percentage of st ode! tI 41(.41 in these
had in, ased .!pplos,iniatc I\ .;(! i!! It( a It .1 al (it

2.5(707i1Thtstlilkill It I, i;!1. CS I I 11 l.t, k HUI 111 .1111,

III .111', .1 I Ii.it id I lit I,II ,4/ 4, 0, 44
1 I II('

ntinibei of pr,.2.1,cins lids al, in( t)a.c 11. it H it !III 4. ,II111,11(

that c olleL;es ot let as nian 1 .6( ) di 11 1." ,

this area.

dssessInellt efforts

1)(1111.42, the phase v% hen the 1\ .1' '.!1

grams. the assessment (if nerd's was a relati\ ,anple !nal 1 I \ cut
with du. ,,,putr.d,,1- polic v. In( ,st Ltd I :InlphiCd
high school and were headed (or claime(l to lie) to\ aid a t. int.\ ear
co" ge orogram. Asse.sment of need tonskted. in ing,t install( es.
of .,17",..,!:ing high sc hool r (1.a,ites as a gnitlo III I W1141:1'IIP. )lanning
and staffing. I...valuation if the effectivencs. f the pro.41ani
determined by the percer(av,e of graduates 1\ 11,, Juansterred and
who Wad shown plate 4:zaden;i,' pc:riot nutices in the ttansler
institfition. Those who dropped oto 'ithput orrtidetini4 the pro-
gram wer:.. likely nut to. III' (iiii(lerCd C4 MI 1111

was tbere any analvsk If die fat tuis III.0 I 1,1111 ihtll

OUt (JR%

Wilcn the COnutZCS ',Ill 14 I 1114 liRlu \ ,LI qui And tut Hi( al
programs in their urricular ullerino. the no ,h1,Ins ,,t
need and evaluation of effectkciess 1,, imc I melt 11111e I owl& .
Curric Lila &signed to prepare students for cmilovinent .!t the c om-
pletion of the two-year program added cionph..\ d1111(Th1()11.; 111 the

college's operation. The-planning and decis;( in-making process .14
qtaired new dimensiuns. emphasi: has been plated on
the needs. of cmph,vers in the c()mmunity for , 4 ;4 kers w111, might

rtceive the required prestryiee preparation ill ltt two7v-ar college. .
Surveys were conducted in an effort to fdenti:v or projet.t the em-
ployment needs of the industrial business and service estahlishments
of the comnumity. On the basis qf thcse data, collecttd in d
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for products or services. Nor has there been in all cases a systematic,
continuous evaluation of the outcomes or the instructional pro--grams.

.,With the extreinely rapid growth patterns, it is not surprising
that there has been limited thrle and effort devoted to a thorough,
ongoing assessment of need for or evaluation of outcomes of these
programs. l'his is true not only of occupational programs, but of all
the colleges' offerings. The transfer poigrams have had a built-in
cvahiation in lite form of ameptance or Cre(liJ1&lie senior institu-
tions ancl the performance of -.st udents tiler MT the transfer was
effected.'-Occupational curricula have not icad as readily available
data to reflect their adequacy or effectiveness. hdlow-up studies of
former students hi ocCupational ineas are difficult to accomplis'a,
time consuming', and costly. The demand and response of the com-
Irmility continued to be of Sufficient quality and quantity to assure
a College that it was- performing a useful function. New colleges
opened'at.the rate of one .every week in the 1960s and enrollments
peru ased at an average of .over 13 percent each year, reaching a

peak of 24-Tercent incretse in 1965 Over the previous yerr's enroll-
.

majcir.activity of the colleges' rtt this stage.or their devel-..
-opmeiirwas to' re;:\r-idt staff, build buildings, and schedule courses at
a'rate Saficient to Meet the numbers of students liocking to their
doors in search of postSecondary education of one kind or another.'

..The ineentive for.trAvell-organized, comprehensive system of
evaluation was not great enOu_gh to induce the expenditure-of time,
money, or effort to identify. br.- apply criteria of quality. It was
easier to add curricula in response to an expression of interest on
the part Of either the potentizd employers, students, teaching fac-
ulty, or a combination of all three groUps.

emergence of tile community dimension

While .the third....phase or the:development of two-year col-
leges (the coMmunity dimension) is considered to have started.in
the mid-1940s, it did not :0 intensive.attention on the part of
the college until the rr early 1960s. Colleges offered a
variety of services dc irily for members or tIlc cormnu-
nity who -were not full-time st .ents, but these programs tended to
consist priinarily of the more traditional adult education, namely
evening school offerings, augmented in some localitieS by cultural
and recreational services. The fuller recognition and implementation

_of the community dimension and the responsibilities that it involves
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is of intik! recent origin. Evidence that "community services" was
emerging into national prominence as an essential function in the
public two-year colleges was indiCated by a gTant in 1968 by the
Kellogg Foundation for a three-year project to be carried out by the
American Association of Junior Colleges. This Provided impetus to
the (kvelopment of community services activities leading to a much
broadened concept of the functions of comnumity: colleges. It
should be noted that the acceptance of community service as an
area or emphasis is indicated by the rapid spread of the practice of
changing the official name of a college from "junior" to "commu-
nity." The American Association tif Junior Colleges changed its
own title to American Association of Community midi unior Col-
leges in 1972.

This broader concept was first articulated on a national basis
by Edmund J. Cleazer, ,Jr., President, American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges. Gleazer (1974) describes the
newly recognized potential for the community college to hecbme
much more closely related to its community and to utilize.its own
unique capabilities in citnti.ibuting to the welfare of the total corm
munity. Ile mates, "The 'new:and different period' calls for a
response from junior and con unity colleges different from- the -
first two periods of junior 'ollege evolution.... But it took the
social forces of the sixties to bring realization of the concepts in
terms of new institutions throi.ghout the country --colleges that,
with the developing self-assuramx of size and experience, could be-
come more. self-directed, less ccmcerned about imitation of the aca-
demic- ways, freer to innovate, to-seek the logical educational forms
derived from the characteristics of their students" (Gleazer, 1974,
p 7).

The commitment of a college to become a community-based
institution dedicated to service beyond that Of the more traditional
collegiate-level institution is not easily made. It inevitably requires a
reordering Of priorities within the institution that must be carefully
considered in terms of the effects on thevarious sectors.of the col-
lege. An institution does not become a community college simply
by retumim2 i!sclf or publicly proclaiming its as,limption of the
--orn ;Iv nhuttle. cc:on is required that inay the institu-
ti oi. to its foundations. It is essential th t hi perceptions of the
major dimOtsions of the college's mission be shared by those re-
sPonsibkfor designing and implementing the reshaping of the col-
lege that may be required.

Goals and objectives of the college need to be redefined in

9 8
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terms of the concept of two-year .colleges as conmulnity based, per-
fdrmance oriented. Participation in this goal-setting process by all
those affected by or contributing to the_college's day-to-day opera-
tion is essential. Commitment to the concept of -being community
based will depend to a .3igni1icant degree on acceptance by all those
directly or indirectly involved in the college's. existence. Without
this commitment, there is likely to be conflict and resistance at the
.worst and -only. minimal success at the best. The philosophic
assumptions that underlie the community-based, performance-
orienteC institutions may differ substantively from those that have
-guided the college in its previous history. In order to avoid disrupt-
ing discontinuities, the- implications of the operational changes re-
sulting .from shifts in emphasis in the college program must be antic-
ipated and ways to ease the transition must be designed.

needs assessment and evaluation

Because the development of this new concept of the. commu-
nity :college's role is relatively recent, emphasis: has so far been
placed on .needS-assessnient rather than on evaluation. The focus has
been or: development of strategies that would 'enable a college to
shift to a more community-based orientation, to be followed by
evaluation procedures when means of meetingthe assessed needs
had been impleMented. However, it seems evident that evaluation
must accompany policies, procedures, and programs that are in-
tended to implement any:change:in emphasis or orientation. The
assessment and evaluation are necessarily concomitant processes.
The key to evaluating the effectiveness with which .a community
college is serving its communitydepends to a significant degree on
an adequate definition of-the mission of the college; the assessment
of needs in the community that might conceivably fall within the
Capabilities of the cAlege; and the imaginative design of programs
and services to meet those needs. Given these elements, strategies
can then be developed to assesS how well ,the college is meeting its
expectations.

The definition of a service area in the "community" to be
served ranges from a complex to a relatively simple process. If the
service area of speciric u 'Hu is defined by legal
trict boundariesas, tui ._...unple, in Californiathe cor-..nunity to
be .served has more or lesS fixed parameters. While interdistrict
working relationships may be developed, the Major focus of the col7
lege's missidn is on the geographical area included within the dis-
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trict btatndarics established by claw. In states where there are no
suh restrioions on the.legally defined service area, the definition
1,1 t coll;:ge's target populations is more complex. An in tegrated
process ur illvcstigmiou and assessment requiring a broader reach in
terms of both geograrhy and organizational..components is needed
when the service area boundaries are amorphtcus or amocbalike in
their changing shapes and structures. Ilowevcr, it has been tradi-
'tional for a college to center its attention on its immediate sur-
rounding geographicid area even in situations where a substantial
pi ,portion or its enrollees come from 'outside the contiguous area.
A proldem in the customary definition of the service area is that in
h many cases it has been accepted as being defined by the groups
who came to the college sffking serVices, who were attracted by
few or very traditional recruitment techniques. Flie emphasis on
affirmalk-c. action and service-to the so-called disaavailtageo nas re-
sulted in the development or outreach programs, which have pro-
duced in many colreges significant increases in the proportions
and range of the total population being served by the college, lIow,
ever, in nlanV inStanCes the efforts have been sporadic and the "new
studcntS" have been expected to conform to the college as it has
existed. Given changing student populati'ons, colleges have not been
sensitiye to the need for changing their prop anis, procedures, and
policies so that student needs might be more adequately met.

studying the community

Therefore, the first major task of a college.in the implementa-
tion of a more community-based program is to study ill as broad
dimensions as possible the composition of the population structure
of the service area. A valuable source that can serve as a base for
this study is the information contained in the most recent U.S.
Census. While there is an inevitable delay between the collection of
the data and the time they are locall\r available, census. data still
constitute the most reliable source of valid information about the
population as a whole. By comparison with previous census data,
population trends within the service area can be identified. In many
communities, there are efforts made to keep census data up-to-date
through a variety of surveys sponsored by community organizations
and groups for whom accurate population information is essential.
For the community college, these data, which must be as.accurate
and .complete as possible, constitute the basis for the planning
process leading to a.community-based eduCational system. . .
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Another important element in tne commtmity assessment
process is an in-depth study of the vav in which the conummity has
organized itself to provide services tojts_population. This.involyes
compilation or inVormation about community agencies involved in
such areas as health, education, human resources, physical re-
sources, transp(wtation, and community services. If an areawide
planning organization exists, il S structure provides a guide to this
-tylie of community analysis. One notable example is the state of
Virginia, which, dirongh -kgislation, established a planning Mecha-
nism' designed to improve communication among igencies at each
level of government, in ;.-tri effort to increase responsiveness to local
needs. The SI itte was divided into -planning districts that have ad-
visory committee.s to consider specific problems and make recom-
mendations for alternative courses of itction ko cope with the prob-
lent S. The advisory committees and related district problems are
shown in the following chart (front Berghaus, 1974, p. 20).

Advisorv Committee'
Areas of Concern

Health
Related District Prgraills

Mental I Iealt h, Drug Abuse, General Nledical
Care, Emergency Medical Care, Nuirition,
Co m mun icableThsease

-Education Higher, Secondary, Elementary , Vocational,
,Adult, Library Services, Special Education

Ilitman Resources Housing, Public Services and Facilities Em-
plOyment, Leisure Time Activities, Com-
merce, Job Development

Physical Resources ... Tourism, Agriculture, Forestry, Pollution
'Control, Minerals, Land Reclamation

Transporta lion . Streets and Higlmays, Waterways, Highway
Safety, Transit; Airports, Rail

Community Services Law Enforcement, Fire Protection and Pre-
vent i(m. Civil Defense, Solid Waste Mana,

,.;..pPly,.Sanitary Sewers, tand
Use

:Although this model may require tailoring for 4 specific commu-
nity, it can serve as a valuable guideline for tbe analysis of a com-
munity's orgapization structure. The implications for community

...Colleges in such 'a system are numerous and thc opportunities for
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the establishment of mutually beneficial working relati(mship seem
limitless. -

Another sour-cc of vital information especially essential to the
community College is related to the cco'nomic system of the area
that the college serves. Odleges have been able to utilize this in fort
mation more effectively than some other information-largely be-

- cause of the increzising importance of vocational and technicarpro-
. grams as college curricula becaniv-more coMprehensive. Community

business and industry surveys were frequently'made, to .serve as a
basis for decisions about which vocationaland -technical programs
were to be introduced into- the college. curriculuni. There was
rightly a concern for the employability of the gi-aduates from such
programs and steps wcrc taken to ensureas far as possiblethat
the curricula established reflected a need,fos trained workers and
that the content or the curricula would 1-6.4t in appropriately pre-
pared workers. As mentioned earlier, advisory committees in spe-
cific curricula areas have been (in addition to the more general busi-
ness and industry survey of needs for workers) the major vehicle for
obtaining' such data. The effectiveness of the use of these advisory

-4, committees varies frou-i, college to college but they represent a
strong potential, force for establishing and maintaining the floV, of
information between college and one of its most significant cimstit-,
uencies,

In the effort of a college\AO expand its services to a larger
cross-section of the total community, the needs of the groups that
have been traditionally Tepresented in -Ahe student population
should not be ignored. Secondary school students still represent'an
important segment to be served 'by the community college, even
though the proportion of recent high school graduates dr attendees
may be decreasing in some colleges. The special interest groups in. .

the community represented by such 'organizations as serviCe clubs,
women's organizations, fraternal clubs, or lodges, aild-orc,,,.,ious

,IVe 11 1 'hat should be included in any survey of
potential areas of service. In addition, there are other groups and
agencies within the service area that represent an important source
of data in the inventory of community needs. Examples of such

. groups include labor unions, agencies dealing with welfare recipi-
ents, persons with all ,kinds of physical and, developmental handi-
caps, the unemployed, offenders (institutionalized), exoffenders,
and senior citiiens. Not all of these have Organized groups that can
represent theM in a formal manner, but they all have special needs,
some of which may be related to. the capability of the coMmunity
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college. It is the task of the college to assess those needs so that
they can be considered in the planning process.

At the present time, colleges ;Ire tackling_this task of vommu-
nit y needs assessment in a variety of \k-,ays. There is not available as

yet a Nvell-validated, comprehensive instrument that would permit
the college to gather these data in a specific organized manner. Be-
cause of t.he wide variation in the nature of conmmnities and their
unique needs, any instrnment, to have national applicability, would
by necessity have to bc flexible and broadly based..:Alany .colleges,
in .an effort to develop the data base and design strategics for be-
coming more communav based and performance oriented have
attempted to gather these data with "home-made" devices. It is dif-
fictth to asseSs the effectiveness of these histruments, because each.
community is unique and has a combination of circumstances that
reqUire special consideration. But it seems reasonable to assnme
that an instrument could besdevised that would bcsufficiently flexi-
ble to be useful to a wide variety of community colleges. The im-
proved efficiency in terms of cost and use of manpower is another
factor that increases the attractiveness of such a powedure to. a
college.

A problem that may arise in .the efforts to assess community
needs is in the nrea of sampling. If the data base to be used for
planning is to be reasonably accurate, it is essential that appropriate
saMpling Acchniques bc employed. If sampling problems are not
given adequate attention; the accumulated data may be subject to
Misinterpretation. In. the absence of the use of statistically c-'tr
sampling techniques, questionnaires and ,-)t her data- 'focti;
vices are '. frequently dire( led to I.. the total
Iii' t' Hip ;,taug talk Ibis almost inevitcbly re-
sults in a bias in the datacollectcd, because seldom, if ever, is there
a 100 percent response. For example, questionnaires included in
local newspapersshopping adYertisers, o, to be picked up in local
business establishments frequently do not reach a representative
cross-section of thc population. When suck techniqnes arcused, it is
essential that the demographic dimensions of the target population
be well understood .:soth-at the responses can be properly inter-
preted. If interviews, structured or unSiructured, are used, the dan-
ger of bias is even greater. It is possible that the information about
thc nonrespondents is equally significant to the planning proccss or
evaluation if community heeds are to bc met in tcrms (4. established
priorities.. There have been instances where colleges have operated
under the illusion that a broad cross-section of the commuz.ity was
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being served, when in reality only a very narrow segment was in-
volved in college programs. The missing components of the com-
munity were lint identified or recognized and, consequently, infor-

ion regarding their needs was not included in the planning or
implementation of the college pmgrams. In such situationsevalua-
tion of college effectiveness %yin almost inevitably reflect an unreal-
istic bias. ln order to 4void this situation, colleges should build in
safeguards, such as fn.quent consultation with community planning
agencies, examination of available up-to-date denthgraphic data,
systematic monitoring of goure.cs of enrolled students and investiga-
tion of potential service to significant community groups not repre-
sented in. the eollege'.s current enrollment.

the planning phase

Once the community needs assessment hag been completed,
planning can proceed on the basis of the accumulated data. The
needs ol the community that seem most amenable to the capabili-
ties and resources offered by. the college can be analyzed. The estab-
lishment of priorities for services .to the community is a process in
which a broad eros,.sect ion of' the commtinit, liould be involved.
Some of the 1 ' he consi...C. ore the philos-
cal framew t c institut,.,n ! ! )als and o
tives

s .; the exteni hich other com-
munity mganizations arc in.tking efforts to fill the indicated needs;
the current capahilities' of the college relevant to the needs; and the
willingness . of the power structure of the college to allocate re-
sources for the purphse of meeting the needs. The community col-
lege has"been accused of trying to be "all things to all people." It is
in -the priority-setting process that,a strong denial of this accusation
can be made-Within the framework of its mission and priorities, the
community college should' be attempting to use its fuThresources
and capabilities to serve the community in as broad dimensions as
possible, in waYs that will most effectively contribute to moving the
community for.vard and enhancing the 'quality of life for its constit-
uent populations. Priorities, once they arc agreed on, will define the
target populations, the programs to be developed or continued by
the college, and, to a considerable degree, the relationships among
the college and other community organizations, including business
and industry.

Planning thep can be based on establighed priorities, which
greatly simplifies the allocation of resources. Rather than an often
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disruptive compet7ition for .a college's resources, decisions can now
be made in terms of previously agreed-on priorities.

Assessment rw becomes a process of checking on the qual-
ity of the -tasks previously accomplished. Anwng the questions to
be asked are:

What evidence is there that the assessment of community
needs was accurate?

Were thc priorities established valid?
What indicators of consumer,satisfactions are available?
What steps might be taken to improve the delivery of .services

to the community?

the assessment Or evaluation process

Many colleges have attempted to assess eommunity !weds and
evaluate the success of, the college in meeting those needs. A few
examples may be cited. In the summer of 1974, a commdnity col-
lege in Portland, Oregon, engageibin an assessment of the extent to
which the c011ege was "community based, performance oriented"

--iington, 1975, p. 9). These terms were defined as follows: .

Conzmunitv-based. The' institution has 'demonstrated com-
.

.trnent and skill in assessing postsecondary educational needs and
resources in its community and developing needed services. 6

2. Performance-oriented. The institution has demonstrated
commitment and skill in eValuating iq responses to identified cOm--'
.munity needs and reporting findings in trms citizens can under-
stand.
A structnred interview sche lule was designed to elicit information
And .a selected sample of cross-section of the community..was
interviewed. The reshlts of t e intervi;ws permitted comparisons of
perceptions- of the college's erformance among a broad variety of
groups in thc community anc served as a base for planning of fur-
thei efforts to move the concc toward its goal.

lcAn interesting.concePt implemented in an urban Maryland
community college is desigmec to enable the college to respond to

expressed needs in the commu ity (Watson, 1974, p. 8): Classes are
offered by the .college inrespo Ise to specific requests originating in
community groups, and held i a wide variety of off-campus loca-
tions. The range of...topics of th courses has been broad and partici-.
pants have been .representative f the total population in the corn-.
munity. Evaluation has been `c)rnpleted for each course .and -the
results have been overwhelming y favorable. The .college staff in-
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volved :ire convinced that this program has contrihuted_to increas-
ing the community mientation of. the collcgo and strengthened its
conmitment to meet the individual needs of citizens.

Other colleges have conducted studies designed to determine .

the needs of specific target audiences, such as members of minority .-
groUps, senior citizen, WO111111 returning to education, and unem-.
ploved workers. One such project involved an effort to determine
educathinal and public serviec needs oi th. service area of a pubkic

,televisiOn station owned and operated by :I community college di-
trict in .California. Another ufban college sponsored a studv to up-
date the economic and sociological data on which manpo4er re-
quirements, population trends, and enrollment pr*ctions .were
based. An increasing number of colleges are taking the "open cam-
pus" approach, offering instruction wherever potential students and
space may Le available.

,-

! ' All of these activities are predicated on the assumption that
there is a'i'T unfilled need for educati(mal serv42es to be Iciund in all
communities. Defining these needs and locating and,mamtging.the
resources needed to fill them is the most challenging task Cwing
community 'colleges today.

.

There\ is no question that many communit,colleges are mak-
ing efforts tg;) beciime more useful to a-rriore broadly-defined com-
munity. Son e measur e. ofi

I

their success is indicated in the mainte-
.,

. ,.':
nance.of enri)llment growin awl tne changing.nature of the student
populations. 'he facts that the national average age of-community
college students .is currently .estirnated as ranking from twenty-five
to,,thirty yeats, and thatj the proportion of part-time students is
increasing, su *gest that 4oniniunity colleges are serving a broad
cross-section .if adults. ileazyr, in a presentation to a forum of-
community cc liege presidents in 1976, expressed the Situation as
follows: "Educational needs still exist for the mounting.numbers
who have moNed beyond their early twenties. In fact, it would not
be difficult tolmake tlw case that those needs may be inore critical
and more presSing in off.society now as the person moved beyotid-
the conyentiohal 'college age.' Educational planning in our soiety

1

therefor .! musl be based now upon 'meeting the educational needs
of the total ilopulation with an awareness of the differences that,

will exist in those needs at different age. levels and conditions-,.;',
Sound planni,ng cannot be limited to factors like the number of.

. .

high school gtaduates or the numbers of !people in what we archais-
i

tically-refer t4J as 'college age.' "



prOspects

The precise dimensions of the community college of thi fu-
, .

ture cannot be accurately predicted. But it seems e7ident thatlif the
community college is to c'ontinue to mak its unique contribution
to the den3ocratization of Am-et-lean education, its success de-

.

pend, in part, an its ability to assess community needs thyit it may
rally its. resburces to ,mect. An ongoing, never completed )46-icess, it
requires continual monitodng of changes occurring in a ciOmmunity
in terms of its social, -economic, and demographic characteristics.
The success of a college's efforts to assess -community ni!eds, formu-
kite plans to meet them, and (.n,illuate the extent/ to which it
achieves its objectives will defermine to a considmible degree its
ultimate survival as a vital and essential segment ot/American post-

,secondary education

/,
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Generalizations are ,made aliout assessing
student progresin community colleges

on the'basis of the previous-analyses.

concluding comments
leonard 1. bai.rd

This volume demonstrates several broad approaches 'to the assess-
ment of students' progress, raxing from 'assessing academic achieve-
mtnt in a fairly traditional ii)aliner, to assessing the extent to wtiich
the colleges' programs meet the needs .of the surrounding commu-
nity. The techniques involved vary from tests of all kinds to inter-
views and .surveys. The_authors..shoW how students' progress tan be
systematically studied in a variety of 1,/ay's and how the assessment
of students' progress serves several basic purposes: .

Selecting the Best Courses of Action. for Students and Col-
leges. Information about the kinds of students who dO best in spe-
cific types o f'programs provides colleges with tools for selecting stu-
dents for programs al for placing students in appropriate
programs. Information from the several broad petspectives outlined
in this volume can help decision makers make more inSormed deci-
sions because they provide inforrnatiOn aboitt many important 1.
aspects of the decisions, including their academic, occupational, arid
social consequences.

Improviug Students' Choices Through Guidance and C'o,unsel-
By providing counjelors and students,with systematic informa-

tion about the outcomes to be expected by following 'one course of
action orp.another, assessments of students' progress can help stti-,
dents make better choices. Informed with knowledge about what-

*nu Directions for Community Colleges, 18, Summer 1977.
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has happened to similar students in the past, the counselor and the
ancient can evaluate possibilities and make better informed deci-
sions.

Understanding the
GrOups of Students. Not
or in the same directi.
formeid decisions with

ristics of Special
ess in the same way
an make better in-

ut the progress of these
groups..

lielping Colleges in Their Planning and Administrative Activi-
ties. Information about the progress of students on a wide variety
of dimensions can help colleges .set priorities, plan programs, moni-
Cor the operations of th'e programs, and evaluate the success of
those p rograms.

-
The evidenc .! for the role of assessments of student progress

in performing these functions has been outlined in th t.. previous
pages. I believe that the college that systsmatically. evaluates its
decisionsby the variety of perspeetives outlined by the contributors
to this volume will make its decisions more effectively, and wilt, in
the long run, be a more effective and humane institution.

Leonard L. Baird has been conducting research on
the social psychology of higher .education for
ten years. After receiving his loctorate from the
University of California, he w rked at the American
College Testing prograin,.specializing in studies
of the personal growth and development of college
students. At the Educational Testing Service, he
is a senior research psychologist in the Higher
Education Research Group, where he is focusing .

his attentiOn on assessing the concurrent and
predictive validity of survey and self-report measures
and on assessing college environments i. . crms of
their impact on student aspiration and attainment.,
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References to additional assistance on assessment from
the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges areprozn.ded.

sources and information
for assessing-student

learning
elizabeth rinnander

This concluding article reports on references pertinent to the assess-
ment of student progress in nontraditional programs in the areas of
assessment of prior learning and experiential learning, and evalua-
tion in cooperative education programs. Because of space limita-
tions, only sources' appearing within the past two years are cited.
Except where otherwise indicated, all sonrces are in the ERIC sys-
tem. Information on ordering abstracts or Tull copies of ERIC docu-
ments appears in thelist of references at the end of this article.

experiential learning: how-to's

Delaware County Community College (Pennsylvania) con-
ducted a national survey of institutions involved with the Coopera-
tive Assessment of Experiential Learning (CAEL) assembly, to.
determine national trends in the structure and financing of pro-
grams to assess experiential learning (Kray, 1974). Most colleges
assign this assessment task to the Dean of Instruction, it was found,
with faculty members making most of the evaluations, basing their
decisions on documentation and letters of testimony provided by

NetdDirections for Community Cofteges, 18, Summer 1977. 105
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the student, interviews, jOb descriptions, and actual examinations.
Competencies, courses, and general background of the students
were the commonest criteria for measurement. Since most colleges
received no federal or state funding for these asFessments,-many had
begun to charge students fees for this purpose.

The Community College orcVermont, a statewide college
without valls, is or. ,ited as an e.xemPlary model for nontradi-
timal education Hlit expect, this institution has devel-
oped ex tens guidelines for assessing its students'
experien tial ,'nt Self-Assessment of Non-Sponsored
Learning (I 9:.) how students at CCV write their own
individualized, comp et ence-based con tracts. Development of the
contract includes bOth assessment of prior learning and planning for
sponsored learning. These are integrated through a "degree develop-

- ment sequence" ,invo1.:ing workshops, regular .meetings with a re-
view committee of peers and faculty, and intensive counseling Sup-
port. Contracting Materials (1975) provides a package enabling
students at the .Community College of Vermont to develop and
implement their own written, individualized, competence-based
learning contracts. Included are an orientation paCkage, values clari-..
fication exercises, career exploration guides, and assistance.in the .

development or competence statements. This document would be
most helpful to e()Ileges needing concrete, "how-to" assistance vith
assessment of experiential learning.

.Anot her institution sharing (Via ERIC) their guidelines for
translating experiential learning into academic credit is William
Rainey I larper College in Illinois. Christensen (1975) supplies a
statement of philosophy and rationale, instructions to both stu-
dents and faeultv delineating their respective roles in the crediting .

process, recommended format for student-generated port f olios, and
guidelines for the documentation or employment, hobbies, military
service, and the like. In the Morgan (1 976) report, Eugene
gren describes the workings of a program that permits credit
awarded by demonstrated compet ence.

acceptance of assessment programs

In many institutions, the system for assessing experiential
learning is subject to heavy criticism from faculty or other Segments
of the college community. Involvement and articulation of all par-
ties from the earliest possible time, plus a participatory governance
structure to shape,and develop policy revisions, seems to be the key

1 1 1
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to early acceptance and successful development of a 'system of
assessing experiential learning, according to a study by Kray and
Wyman (1975). Desmarais and Wiggins (1975) surveyed 100 col,
leges and universities, findingihat nearly two thirds of the institu-
tions responding hal some sort of credit for prior learning policy.
Case' studies are of fyred for nine programs of the respondent institu-
tions. Kray (1975) queried nearly 600 faculty at fifty-four two- and
.four-year colleges, and discovered a significant difference in
tudes towar1 t. !I 'ling between teachers dii in,. 'ved
in assu p .1rning and those uninvoly thy
who assk,. .1,. Riiii. tIinti tend to take ill!. I I Vl: 1st ruc-

' tionist Position, while those who do not tend to take a behaviorist
perspectiye.

assessment of cooperative education

Lumen (1974) offers a handbook on cooperative education
from Valley College (LoS Angeles, California).. Philosophy of the
program, Writing or student objectives, evaluation and grading pro-
cedures, and procedures ror instructor and coordinator visits to stu-
dents' job sites are among the salient contents of this manual.
Cooperative education and prior learning are_ among the. types of
learning considered in Warren's .(1974) important essay, "Awarding
'Credit." Ile offers a brier history of credit granting, and discusses
use's of- credit, current practices, problems in measurement or per-
formance, and directions for the foure or student assessment.

references

These URIC documents, unless otherwise indicated, are aviii1-
..zAle.,20,:microfiche (NIF) or in paper copy (IIC) from the ERIC

noc.nnient Reproduction Service (EDRS), Computer- Microfilm,
International Corporation, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210.
The MF price for documents under ,I,80 pages is $0.83. IIC priccs
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For materials having more than 100 pages, add $1.34 for each
25-pagi:lncrement (or fraction thereof). Postage must be added to
all orders.

Abstracts of these and other documents in the Junior College
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from:

Assessments of student progress towaid various
goals can impro've the decisions made by stUdents and
collegeS alike. Students can plan, their educational
and occupational careers-best with an appreclation
of their chances for success in pursuing one course of
action or another. Colleges can best plan their programs,
organiie their curricula, attempt to meet the needs
of important groups, and evaluate their efforts
when they have systematic and com&ehensive
information about theirstodentsprogress.
The Contributors to this vopme outline a Variety of
approaches andieshniquesAo-assess student-progreSs7--
Their-suggestions and recommendations should
have immediate utility for c xision makers
in conimunity colleges.
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